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Commonwealth Prohibits 
Het Foster Homes 
by DE 
Citing an alarming increa·se in the in-
cidence of child abuse, part icularl y sexual 
abuse of children, the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Social Serv ices (DSS) issued new 
regulations yesterday which make it vi rtually 
impossible fo r heterosexual couples to 
become fos ter parents. 
Publicity surrounding t~e issuance of 
DSS 's chi ld abuse statistics for 1985, which 
showed a 250% increase in child sexual 
abuse cases, resulted in a rev iew of the 
Department's fos ter placement policy in · 
February. Secretary of Human Services 
Philip Johnson. ordered to conduct the 
rev iew by Gove rnor Michael Dukakis, 
presented his findings to Dukaki s and DSS 
Commi ssioner Maria Matava last week.· 
"DSS's stati stics confi rmed once aga in 
what feminists and gay and lesbian activ ists 
have been say ing fo r years, " admitted 
Dukakis. Acco rding to DSS 's most recent 
stati sti cs . 97% of child sexual abuse cases 
involve fema le children being vie.timized by 
heterosexual males known to them, ·usuall y 
41 faiher, step-fafho,,, or otheiP< IVlative. 
" Children are not safe in heterosexual 
homes ," Dukakis asserted . 
The new regulations establish a series of 
priorities for fos ter placement, the first be-
i~g placement in the home of a gay male or 
lesbian couple. If all gay and lesbian options 
are exhausted , soc ial workers may consider 
he terosex ual ho use ho ld s but suc h 
placements cannot occur .without the ~ rit-
ten approval of the DSS Commi ssioner. 
In a press conference announcing the con-
troversial decision, Matava stated , "The 
. goal of fos ter care is to remove a child from 
a jeopardous situation and place the child in 
a safe and nurturing environment. We can 
no longer j usti fy exposing children to such 
ri sks as those, they face in .heterosexual 
nuclear families." 
Immediately fo llow ing Matava ' s an-
nouncement, a group call ing itself the Coali-
tion to Preserve the Myth of the Happy Het 
Family (CPMHHF) attacked the DSS policy 
. a~ undermining traditional family values of 
male power and male privilege . CPMHHF 
has demanded a meeting with Dukaki s, but 
as of th is writing Dukakis has yet to- re-
spond. The Coalition's spokesperson, Jerry 
Fartwe\l, accused Dukakis and DSS ad-
ministrators of bowing to pressure from 
' ' militant homosexuals who are more con 
cerned wth a child's welfare and happiness 
than with maintaining the strong image of 
the American family .' ' • 
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. Gay ~ommunity Center Opens 
Portland's new multi-Qlillion dollar Gay & Lesbian Community Center is 
nearing completion and the grand opening has been sched_uled for April 21. The 
center will house a number of gay and lesbian-owned businesses and approxi-
mately fifteen gay and lesbian organizations. 
e . 
~,,.., 
Mc Kernan 
Appoints Lesbian 
Campaign Manager 
by Imso Aksited 
PORTLAND-Rep. John (Jock) McKernan 
has appointed a self-proclaimed Lesbian as 
his campaign manager in his race to occupy 
Maine ' s Governor 's office . Butchette 
Toklas-Stein, a 43-year-old native Mainer 
from East Millinocket, has agreed to manage 
Jock 's campaign. Ms . T-S has noted her ap-
pointment as • ' the most exciting event for 
Gay and Lesbian Republicans since Nixon 
'came out' during his_ Presidency .. " Accor-
ding to O.P. investigative reports , Ms. T~s 
is the only woman registered as both a 
Republican and a Lesbian at any town of-
fice south of Presque Isle . (Our PresQue Isle 
informants fm~nd a list of 437 registered 
Lesbian Republicans , said to be the highest 
concentration of such registrants in New 
England.) O.P. expresses the best of luck 
to Jock and Butchette in an eventful 
campaign. 
Psychic Cassandra Predicts Future 
Psychic Cassandra shares her latest Frankland Joins "Our People": Former 
predjctions just in tiine for the April 1986 Bangor Bible Toter, Bubbly Frankland will 
edition of Our Paper: abandon h.is wife. six mistresses and an un-
Burger Buys Booklande: Business ty- disclosed number of children and move to 
· coon Fred Burger will buyout the Booklande Northern Maine to serve as Coordinator of 
chain sometime prior to August. As an ex- Northern Lambda Norde. 
tension of the Chain's present shops located Aaron Undergoes Sex Change: Interna-
in local supermarkets. Burger will open tional Columnist B.J. Aaron will undergo 
, bookstores in all local laundral]lats as well . a ·sex change within the next 5 months and 
What better place to get the dirt? will be.gin having it once in a while. 
Dale McCormick Elected: In a shocking Reagan Resigns: Washington-based ac-
. move , Dale McCormick will be elected.(by tor. Ronald Reagan will terminate his con-
. write in ballot) ·Mayor of Madison, Maine. tract with the American People's Screa111 
· Ms. McC.ormick will decline the nomina- Guild and pursue a career in politics. 
tion , however , stating it an " intolerable" City Girl Goes Country: Portland en-
place to live for she and her pet poodle. treprcneur Randy Toothaker will abandon 
Ginger. his City business ventures and purchase a 
UMO Takeover:· 10.000 Gay men and large dairy farm in Vermont. in pursuit of 
Lesbians will storm the University of Maine his lifelong dream of being a dairy queen. 
·at Orono in May, in search of the annual Taking Sides: A. victory for local 
Symposium. To their surprise, they will find separatists will ·take place in the upcoming 
that they are in fact still 3 hours South of year. when females only will park on the left 
the actual lo~ation for the event and that yes sid~ of the street on odd days and males on 
there is more to Main_e North of Bangor. as even. Street lights will be replaced by street 
they venture on to Presque Isle . Dikes, who will patrol to insure compliance 
Preston Signs Contract: Portla11d writer with the local ordinance. 
John Preston will abandon efforts on his pre- General Observation: If you' re the type 
sent Alex Cane series. Succumbing to his of person who follows these astrological 
agent's pressure, Preston finally will argrec,c: · predictions and holds them dear to your . 
to take on an exclusive contract with Harle- heart. you may consider making some ma-
quine Romance novels for the next 5 years. jor changes in your life in the very near 
His first effort with the new publisher. "A future. If confusion prevails. read this 
Lady 's Man" will debute in May and will paragraph again. 
b~ available just in time for Mother 's Day. 
Our Paper Issues Guidelines 
by Norm Brilliant 
Lesbian Spring Fashion 
Are you weary of that Goodwill look that 
felt so right last fall? Have your Bean boots 
eaten your Odor Eaters? Do your favorite 
sweaters have little fuzzy nubs all over 
them? · 
If so, you had better circle April 20 on 
your 1986 Women Writers/Athletes/Musi-
cians/ Artists / Bodybuilders calendar, 
because that's the date pf the First Annual 
"Dykes Dance Into Spring" fashion show. 
Sponsored by the Greater Portland chapter 
Macrobiotic lesbians will model the spring 
line of Birkenstocks , chicken-and-fish-only 
types will jog about in the trendiest of spring 
running shoes and carnivores will show off 
their lavender cleats . ,. 
The latest in summer tank tops and t-shirts 
also will be modeled , both by -women who 
maintain the custom of au natural armpits 
and the new breed that believes _such 
dogmatic devotion to traditinn is an intru-
sion on their freedom to choose. And, of 
course , there will be equal representation of 
hairy- and non-hairy-legged lesbians when 
t. 
In an effort to conform- to the city of 
Portland's n_ew obscenity ordinance Our 
Paper has established new guidelines for all 
future articles and photography . If you in-
tend to submit work to Our Paper for con-
sideration in publishing. please make a 
ser.ious effort to follow these rules . 
The Feet - These appendages take you 
to places you ought not to go and deserve 
to be covered from view . Besides, they 
smell, even if a picture doesn't get to your 
nose. 
· of Lesbians with Style, the show will feature 
models of all sizes, shapes , ages, political 
philosophies and nutritional regimens. swimsuits are modeled. - -._;,.:2' _ _,,,, 
. Below is a diagram depicting the anatomy 
as it will appear. in future issues. Explana-
tions for the deletion of each area is provided 
and well justified. These rules will apply to 
pictures of any ._ living creature, male or 
female . If your species does not have more 
than one sex consider yourself lucky and not 
applicable. 
The Nose - .Smell is the most acute of 
all the senses. You are better off without it, 
especially in a crowd. 
The Legs - Legs is a four letter word so 
we refuse to show them in any photograph . 
The Arms - 'See legs . 
The Abdomen - If you've ever seen a 
belly dancer you know why we are doing 
this to the navel area. 
The Genitalia - If you've seen one, 
you've seen them all . Use your imagination 
before we block that out too . 
There will be svelte women in flimsy run-
ning shorts. wo~en with muscular legs 
wearing skin-tight bicycling shorts and well-
padded women in those baggy khaki jobs. 
Pb litical movers and shakers will stroll 
across the stage in garb appropriate for 
legislative hearings . Yuppie professional 
dykes will model slightly-funky power suits. 
And artists will flit about with the newest 
pastel shades splattered on their clothes in 
the medium in which they work, be it paint 
or ink or plaster. 
Participating dykes Will wear politica\ly-
correct coiffures, and in a post-show discus-
sion hour. they will tr.}' to answer the 
hairstyle questions that -have been on so 
man)') minds all winter: To mousse , or not 
to mousse? To henna. or not to henna? To 
spike, or not to spike? 
The location of the gala has not been 
determined as of this writing ... but the deci-
sionmaking process is ongoing. Watch ma-
jor media ,outlets for details ._ 
The Hands - The things a person can do 
with their hands are unforgivab le. Hence, 
they cannot be shown. 
The Chest (Breast) Area - Since we are 
obliged to conceal the female version we are 
giving the male,s equal time. 
A Real Drag Queen 
The British Royal Family is in an uproar 
over famed media mogul Ted Turnaround's 
Politeness Award announcement that he planned to do a ''poof of a spoof'' of the as yet unascended to the 
throne Prince Charles and Lady Diana. 
The Maine Politeness Society has awarded indiscretion, showed that Maine's homosex- Citing the recent success of such films as 
its annual Tact Plaque to the state' s gay and uals have good breeding ," said society Tootsie and Victor Victoria, Turnaround 
lesbian community . spokeswoman Mjss Manners. said his project would deal with gender con-
The society lauded the gays for their Representatives of the gay community fusion on a "grande" scale. Saying that the 
" uncloseted .courtesy" in handling the news said the decision notto ask for details was world had already had its doubts about who 
of Bangor Baptist Church Pastor Herman C . based more on self-interest than on was really wearing the pants in the Royal 
. " Buddy" Frankland's resignation. _ politeness. Had Frankland admitted to a Family, Turnaround said that Chuck and Di 
" The gay community, by refraining from liason with another man; they said , it would made the " perfect couple" for his modern 
asking the gender of the person with whom have tarnished the reputation of Maine's gay day comedy. In the as yet unfinished script. 
Rev. Frankland committed an unspecified men and lesbians. Turnaround says there is a scene in which 
the newly crowned King is too ill to attend 
a session of Parliament and so the Queen has 
to take his place. In the course of this mas-
querade, a terrori st attack catches the 
disguised Queen's clothes on fire . "Oh, the 
flaming Queen scene should be quite spec-
tacular ," Turnaround says. Rumor has it 
that John Waters is asking to. direct the film, 
with long time star Divine in the role of 
Diana . Turnaround says he will probably go 
with Waters and Divine ifhc can't coax Ron 
and Nancy out of retirement. "After all." 
Turnaround says, "they have the experience 
I ' m looking for." 
,~~~····························,·~··•!••!•·········¥··········~··: 
*· * 
* * ; ~\tu . Wishing Everyone a Happy Spring ' ,,.cYOO .. WY_ ,;f:fill'~~-~ : 
,.,.... Now open Friday & Saturday Ni9hts till 2:00 A.M. -,r,vJ 1w,JJ 
:...*.. . ~f\J· . . ** ..... ...- V Please come in and check out our expansion. ...-~ · Same comfortable atmosphere, quality service and great food . 
. + J..::. l4- · 129 Spring Street, Portland 772-1374 . * 
* Gourmet Coffees available by the pound. * 
• . - . . Jf- · 
································································~·* 
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AIDS Legislation Moves Forward 
b~· Brenda Buchanan 
A bill proposing protections for people 
. \,·ith AIDS and public education about the 
condition \\·as _debated in the Maine 
Legislature. in March. 
The bill. sponsored b\ Sen . Barbara Gill 
of South Portland. inciudes a ci\il riehts 
pro\ision . but that section ma\~ be 
eliminated . Before the March 17 he;rin2 . 
backers learned that the Maine Huni.~n 
Rights Act already guarantees people \,·ith 
AIDS protection against discrimination . 
Voting on the bill " ·as e\pected to occur 
at the end of March. but delays \\ere possi-
ble. If the Legislature has not acted \Ct. 
citizens interested in the measure can ~on-
tact their elected represcntati\ es b\ call ine· 
1-800-423-2900 to e\press their l~pinions~ 
According to Gill. the bill \,·ould ac-
complish Se\Cr,11 objecti,·es if passed in .fuJJ. 
It \,·ould establish an aLhison committee to 
" ·ork·with the commissioner .of Human Ser-
\ices on AIDS-related questions. It ,rnuld 
set up an educational p_rogram so that infor-
mation about pre\ention could be 
dissiminated statewide. It would establish 
standards of confidentiality ti.1 r medical per-
sonnel and others who ,, ork " ·ith people 
\,·ith AIDS. and it would bar insurance com-
panies from using the HTLV-3 antibod\ test 
to set rates or decide " ·hether someon~ ,,·ill 
be offered an insurance poi icy. 
It also would appropriate 550.000 for 
AIDS-related ser\ices , 
Both Gill and Maine Lesbian /Ga\ 
Politic;al Alliance President Dale McC-01:-
mick said before the hearin2 on the bill that 
they were comfortable \,·ith the remo,·al of 
the ci\il rights protections from the bill. 
Both had spoken " ·ith Patricia R\an. direc-
tor of the Maine Human Right~ Commis-
Sen. Barbara Gill, Prime Sponsor of L.D. io63, listens to testimony along with other 
members of the Human Resources Committee. 
Berger Seeks Council Seat 
by 'r. Smith 
To be listed on the May sixth ballot as 
"Fredric J. Berger", the owner of Our 
Books will be running for Portland City 
Council, representing District 3 (which 
includes the neighborhoods of Oakdale, 
Rosemont, and Stroudwater). Known in 
the Gay community for coordinating the 
Portland AIDS Project , working on "Our 
Paper", and putting Our Books "out 
there" on Pine Street, Fred is finding his 
political interests st_rong enough to run 
for public office. In an interview with 
Fred, I heard his interesting views as an . 
openly-Gay candidate for City Council in 
Maine's largest city. 
Fred has been a resident of Portland 
for five years, having grown up in Ohio. 
Not wanting to label himself, Fred did 
say that on. social issues he takes a pro-
gressive stand. Concerning finances, Fred 
would demand that the city be especially 
careful with taxpayers'money. Fred has a 
sincere-yet-soft-spoken concern for the 
residents of Portland and describes him-
self as forward -looking, able to negotiate 
well, and willing to work hard for Port-
land's District 3 citizens.~(Note: only resi-
dents of that district may vote for Fred, 
but all support is greatly appreciated.*) 
In briefly discussing his opponent, Fred 
says. of J . Donald Mac Williams that "He 
himself is a campaign issue". Fred plans 
on taking a strong campaign stand against 
this fifteen year incumbent. 
Fred ran for an at-large seat on City 
Council in 1982, and became even more 
interested in city politics when organizing 
the Citizens for First Amendment Rights 
in 1983. This group, composed of a va-
riety of people, oppo_sed the Portland 
Obscenity ordinance, which was defeated 
by a marginal vote on referendum. Fred 
was a group spokesperson, and explained 
to me," . .. when you get into censoring 
siL1n. and found that people with AIDS are 
considered to haw a handicap. and the 
Human Rights Act protects handicapped 
persons from discrimination. 
E\pected to be least contro\ersial " ·ere . 
the prm isions setting up an ad\isory com-
mittee and establishing an educational effort. 
~cCormick said attempts ,wre being made 
to tailor the confidentiality section to address 
concerns raised by funeral directors . who 
reacted negatively to the idea of complete 
confidentiality . She said it was hoped that 
the morticians would be satisfied " ·ith a 
compromise that would ·ha,·e those who suc-
cumb to AIDS listed as requiring blood and 
bodily fluid precautions. just .as would a per-
son who died of hepatitis . Specifying that 
the deceased person had AIDS real!\ isn "t 
necessary. she said . · 
The other sectjon of the bill that was like I\ 
to draw some fire was the section o~ 
insurance. 
Gill said she e\pected some debat~ on that 
issue. because the medical costs associated 
with AIDS are high. and the insurance in-
dustry does not want to insure people " ·ith 
AIDS. 
·Gill said she met with insurance company 
representatives and was told their policy is 
not to terminate coverage for people who 
already are insured. When people with 
AIDS lose their jobs. the insurers s·aid they 
will roll over the work policy to a personal 
policy. But Gill said the fact that insurance 
is costly and not likely to be a priority for 
those who are unemployed means that there 
· will be some people with AIDS who will be 
uninsured. 
McCormick said she hoped the focus of 
the debate on insurance would be on who 
will pay if the insurance companies are given 
broad discretion to deny coYerage to peo-
ple with AIDS . 
· ·It brings up the whole question of what 
medical insurance is. ·· McCormick said . 
.. Ifs supposed to be that the many pay for 
the few.·· 
She said she intended to testify that the in-
surance companies should not be allowed to 
continued on page 7 
Fred Berger, candidate for the Port~ 
land City Council District 3 seat. 
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materials, Gay people are particularly 
vulnerable .. . any time you start to [take 
away] some rights, Gay people are in 
danger." 
Additionally, Fred was involved in the 
Tom Andrews campaign at the envelopes 
stuffing level, and he learned a lot about 
campaigning there. He's also a member 
of the Maine Lesbian and Gay Political 
Alliance. When asked what made him 
decide to get more involved with city 
politics, Fred replied , 'Tm just real inter-
ested in what goes on in the city and I 
think that, although most people don't 
get too involved, we're all affected by 
decisions that the City Council makes . 
Portland has changed a lot ... and I'd like 
to be a part of directing that change." 
h;1 running previously, being known as 
a Gay candidate was of major impor-
tance to Fred and to the press . Now that 
his Gay lifestyle is publicly kno_wn, Fred 
continqed on page 9 
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Our Apologies 
We, the Our Paper ~ollective, deeply apologize for the Communiques ad appear-
ing on page 15 of the March issue. 
In producing our last issue, our process broke down. Several ads were not ready 
for layout night, the Communiques ad being one. We failed to review them as a group. 
Also, the Communiques ad picked up was not authorized by tile store's owner. All of 
us are responsible for the breakdown wh~ch, unfortunately, led to the ad's inclusion, 
an ad that many of us see as sexist and racist. 
We are deeply sorry. 
Letters 
Dear Our Paper: 
I would like to comment on the article 
NUTRITION IS A VITAL WEAPON by 
'whoJi·stic nutritionist' Terry Wright which 
appeared in the last . issue of OP. At one 
point in his article, Mr. Wright discusses 
Vitamin C in relation to AIDS . I found this 
paragraph misleading, if not downright 
reckless. 
Mr. Wright is correct in saying that there 
is much controversy around Vitam_in C. 
especially in regards to the cited Robert 
Cathcart's reputed remissions of AIDS in 
people receiving megascorbic therapy (i .e . 
large doses of VitamiQ C). Whether or not 
this therapy is indeed successful, Mr. 
Wright's comment that "(Cathcart) has had 
some success but -actually more can be done 
to insure that NO ONE dies from AIDS·' 
is premature, unproven, and, if anything 
self-serving. His following paragraph .states 
that "a well rou11ded approach to insure vic-
tory over AIDS" - (to me, 'victory over 
AIDS' is a cure , for what else could insure 
that 'no one _dies from AIDS'?) - includes 
• 'dietary changes to whole foods'' and ''sup-
plementation of vitamins and minerals, •. 
etc-., through "professi~mal :guiqancc·_-,, 
Loosely translated this means that if a per-
son with AIDS wants to be cured, s/he 
should go see Mr. Wright. 
Regardless of Mr. Wright's · motives. 
there are two considerations people should 
be aware of in terms of nutrition and 
Vitllmin C. As we all know, not everyone 
who has the HTLV-ill virus develops AIDS . 
Why tharis isn 't yet known. but one theory 
is that another agent or condition might 
predispose a person infected by HTL V-III 
to develop AIDS . One such suspected co- · 
factor is a low nutritional status. But this has 
not been proven , so to "consider nutritional 
intervention for at risk individuals" (as 
Robert A. Buist suggested in the·October, 
1985 , issue of the International Clinical 
Nutrition Review) is .as untimely a recom-
mendation as the announcement back in the 
.fall about Cyclosporin A treatment. With or 
without being at risk individuals for AIDS , 
all of us should be eating appropriately . Any 
one of us should be able to do that without 
undergoing ' nutritional intervention .· 
The newsletter of the National Coalition 
· of Gay STD Services (that's Sexually 
Transmitted Disease Services) for December 
and January carried an article by Ann 
Giudici Pettner about a letter received by the 
New York Native. The letter is from Bernard 
Bihari of Downstate Medical Center ques-
tioning the use of Vitamin C as suggested 
by the aforementioned Robert Cathcart. 
Bihari says : 
''Vitamin C enhances interferon syn-
thesis. a response that probably ex-
plains its usefulness in treating or-
dinary · viral infections. This effect, ' 
however. raises serious questions 
about the · safety of · supplemental 
Vitamin C . especially in high doses. 
in the treatment of AIDS and AIDS-
. related illnesses. A number of studies 
have indicated that alpha interferon is 
continuously elevated to very high 
levels in many patients with AIDS, 
ARC , and HTLV-III related immune 
suppression. Some researchers have 
suggested that high interferon ievels 
may be central to the pathophysiology 
of the disease and that high interferon 
levels may have a negative prognostic 
significance in patients with these 
disorders . In view 'of this. any rreat~ 
ment that stimulates an increase in ins . 
terfcron' levels in PWAs and 
PW ARCS may be dangerous and is. 
I feel. strongly contraindic.ated." 
As Ann Pettner suggests at the conclusion 
of this article about Bihari's letter, there is · 
sure lb be more discussion on the use of 
Vitamin C in treatin·g people' with HTL V-
III ·infections: IShe. advises ·the following, 
which ·1 think 'is prudent advice: "Let's 
reserve j_udgment and wait on taki'ng more 
than an ordinary amount (of Vitamin C) as 
a dietary supplement. " · 
It's (sadly) to be expected that a health 
crisis of the magnitude of AIDS will bring 
out those people and· companies· who will 
think more of their pocketbooks than their 
patients and customer's true health. (Seen 
the advertisement in the Advocate for the 
battery-lighted, magnifying mirror thaf fits 
in the toilet bowl so a person can check their 
anus for signs of disease? Why pay $30 for 
this when a mirror on the floor on any sun-
ny day works just fine?) So, I caution you 
and the staff of Our Paper, to be on the 
lookout for people or companies selling pro-
ducts or services that will best serve to pro-
fit the advertiser and not the consumer. And 
to anyone who has an HTL V-III infection : 
be on the defensive with your health , and 
your resources. Your doctor doesn ' t have 
all the answers, but please ask his/her ad-
vice before getting too involved with 
remedies. therapies, solutions, devices , or 
anything else that promises to cure. Christ 
said to beware the false prophets; I say , 
beware those who will truly profit from 
AIDS. 
Gary L. Andct"iOn 
T• :• 1• [• T •~'~ 1 
_ Dear Our Paper: 
I am not a Lesbian . 
But it is not as male or female , Gay or 
Straight. old or young that I write this let-
ter. It is as a person that' I feel compelled 
to respondtto the "Open Letter To All Les-
bians" that appeared in the March , 1986 
edition of Our Paper. 
I read am;i reread the article several times. 
I could not believe what I was seeing. That 
people could actually choose to abort a child 
based solely on its gender is to me absurd, 
unthinkable and intolerable. 
I am not impressed by the statistical in-
formation contained_ in the article or by the 
"experts" quoted . I consider the concept 
presented nothing short of savage. Let's 
leave conception and children out of the 
issue of sexism. If we as adults cannot 
resolve our differences that is our problem. 
not that of the children. 
If the members of the XX Chromesome 
L_eague are so intent on parenting only 
female children. perhaps they should all go 
out and purchase Cabbage Patch Kids or 
Barbie Dolls . It would appear that they are · 
more interested in playing with objects than 
in shaping the life of a child. They are , in 
my opinion; unfit to be pare.nts. 
One last thought. . .If the XX Chromesome 
League seeks to control , reduce or possibly 
even eliminate the male gender, how do they 
propose to continue to reproduce these lit-
tle girl babie( ·they so desperately seek? 
Perhaps it is time that sperm donors become 
more selective in choosing who they will 
donate to . I would not entrust my child to 
the hands of an unknown "mother" after 
reading the " Open Letter To All Lesbians" 
which appeared in Our Paper. 
I can honestly say that I hope not one 
Straight person read last month's paper. As 
a whole. I am proud of my community . 
However, if the views · of the XX 
Chromesome League are at all indicative of 
" Our Philosophy ," then I do not wish to 
share that with others. Please count me out! 
To Our Paper: 
Sincerely, 
-H.J. Broder. III 
I was shocked and dismayed by the ad that 
ran in March ' s Our Paper. You know the 
one I mean. As a member of the majority 
culture so callously maligned in that car-
toon/greeting card, I felt it necessary to 
write. 
The man depicted in the cartoon appears 
to be a businessman - aging and overweight 
(and bald? Hard to tell). He is engaged in 
an unusual and potentially haz~rdous liaison 
with a woman of color. She does not appear 
to be enjoying herself, while he is ecstatic. 
Such a scenario can only serve to reinforce 
a false and malignant stereotype of the rul-
ing class: that of the oppressed ·minority be-
ing paid to submit to the bizarre sexual 
demands of the oppressor. Very unfair. 
Would this ad have run if the man had been 
black? Or if he had been a woman? I think 
not. 
Humor at the expense · of others should 
never be tolerated. I,hope . that you will 
monitor your advertisers more carefully in 
the fyture, _and prevent the reappearance of. 
such racist, sexist , ageist, l!fld heterophobic 
material . 
Sincerely. 
A concerned reader . 
~To the Readers of Our Paper, 
I wish to express my sincere apologies 
for an ad that was placed in the March 
issu.e of Our Paper. The ad was placed 
while I was out of town. It was placed 
without my authoriz.ation or knowledge. 
As owner of Communiques I deeply 
regret any repercussions that this ·ad may 
·have caused. 
Dear Our Paper: 
Sincerely, 
Paula Jalbert 
We receive your paper down here in 
Maryla.nd '. Thanks for sending itr. Gay 
papers arc our life-blood. They keep the 
channels open to know we arc not alone. We 
arc there and here and there and here . . 
Thank you for your time and interest -
and keep sending the paper! 
Kirk T. ·Klebe 
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Dear Friends, 
This is a Jetter I sent to the XX Chromo-
some League . . . 
Lesbian Ethics, . 
Lesbian Ethics Publications 
PO Box 943 
Venice, CA 90294 
I have given myself some time to con-
trol my anger and outrage before respond-
ing to your "Open Letter to All Lesbians" 
published in Portland, Maine's Our Paper 
March edition. 
After assaulting our children and our 
sisters' choices of birthing a child as 
opp·osed to another female soldier in the 
war against all men, you close your dis-
sertation with 1'0ur goal is . .. to allow 
serious discussion apart from sentimen-
talism and pro-family rhetoric on this 
topic. " 
I have seen in the ten plus years I have 
been in the gay community, separatist 
a~titudes like yours do more to separate 
sisters than Jerry Falwell could ever hope 
for. 
I am overwhelmed by the audacity pf 
your group-your title in itself is pom-
pous; what is the difference between Les-
bian Ethics and the Moral Majority? 
How dare you even suggest that you 
should know what is ethical (syn. moral) 
for lesbians .. 
Our "reasons" for being lesbians are as 
diverse as our career, family and relatio_n-
ship choices. 
Being a lesbian does not mean I must 
hate men or exclude them from my life; I 
did not join some elite club. I am happy 
and proud of who I am-a person, a 
woman, a mother and then a lesbian. 
How can you encourage dialogue on 
our children and not have sentimentality, 
emotions and pro-family "rhetoric" enter 
into it. 
I chose to be a mother because I am 
pro-family-my family helped me be 
who l am and l am very grateful to them 
for their love and support. Family life 
(monogamy and / or children) is not for -
everyone and I respect that. I expect the . 
same respect for my lifestyle, wants and 
needs. 
I have a daughter, but can imagine how 
mothers of sons must be reacting to your 
suggestion that they should have aborted 
them solely on the basis of their sex. It 
appears that you would rather not work 
towards building a society where men 
and womeQ can live harmoniously, but 
rather cut the male popl,llation. All I can 
see of your proposal is that all males will 
be raised in heterosexual family: None 
having the benefit of loving lesbian 
mothers. What a Iqss. I hope your Neo-
Nazi attitude stays within your little 
group and the responses you receive will 
make you realize the attitudes you express 
are yours and are blocked o.ut by open, 
unconditional love of mothers and chil-
dren everywhere. 
A "Thinking Lesbian" 
Mickey 
P.S. For fairness, I will read L.E. Vol. I 
No. 2 on Anna Lee's study on Lesbian 
So'!s as mentioned. 
* Note from the Collective: There has 
been some misunderstanding regarding 
the author of "Open Letter to All Lesbi-
ans. " It was written by a Portland person 
( or group) who identified themselves only 
as the XX Chromosome League. Lesbian 
Ethics, a journal, was listed at the end of 
the article only as a footnote to a particu-
lar statement, but has no affiliation with 
the article itself. We are sorry for the 
confusion. 
-
MM 
-- -
To the Collective. 
I am a newly involved member.of the les-
bian and gay community in Portland. Dur-
ing the past three months I've slowly 
become involved with various organizations 
and people in whatever ways I could . One 
of those organizations was Our Paper. 
I went to an Our Paper meeting and was 
we_lc? med openly. I felt this included my 
opm1ons and suggestions as well. I knew 
after that meeting that I would find some 
way to contribute personal time to becom-
ing involved in a working/helping way with 
the paper. To this date , although I haven't 
been able to contribute µs much as I'd like , 
I feel that the help I have given has been 
sincerely appreciated . It 's been a ve ry 
pleasurable and fun experience meeting the 
members of the paper and working with 
them . I'd encourage anyone who is in-
terested to not be shy , and get involved! 
However, I was deeply concerned by the 
advertisement for Communiques in your 
March issue. I strongly feel that the publica-
tion of this advertisement is not only often~ 
sive to me personally, but to all the other 
community members as well . Not only is it 
ethically wrong and politically incorrect, it's 
in clear conflict with the Our Paper purpose 
statement (philosophy) on page 2. 
Yes, I do personally know that the Our 
Paper collective is understaffed and simply 
put , it' s a lot of hard work done very well 
by just a handful of people so that "the voice 
for lesbian- and gay men in Maine" will be 
heard . Yet, it is my hope and vision that in 
the future , Our Paper will take the time, the 
care, the responsibility . as a group and as 
individuals, to continue to produce the quali- · 
ty papers they have in the past. thereby 
preventing similar incidents like this from 
happening in the future . 
Thank You . 
Sincerely. 
Vivian Wadas 
···········•··· 
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Notable Quotable 
ONE MAINE LAWMAKER'S ANSWER TO SYSTEMIC 
DISC~NATION 
"I don't agree with his philosophy. If you don't like the law you 
move." ' 
-Rep. Robert Carrier (D-Westbrook) referring to Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jr. during the debate in the Maine House 
oyer w~ether King's birthday would be a state holiday. The 
bdl ultimately passed. Carrier has always been a strong op-
ponent of gay and lesbian rights legislation, a topic about 
which he speaks intelligently. -
A Native Reminisces 
It might not be a very prominent status 
symbol, but I am a native of the state of 
Maine. Of course, I was intelligent enough 
at the age of eighteen to know that if I 
didn't leave as soon as possible serious 
damage would result to all concerned. So 
it was that I chose to go to school out of -
state when using local institutions would 
have been much more convenient. Ten 
years later I returned. 
My reasons for relocating to my original 
location was a feeling of ennui and know-
ing when the ways of city life had offered 
me as much as I. was prepared to accept. 
Still, my return has not been as escapist as 
it was nostalgic. 
Growing up gay in a very small French 
community around Brunswick is the most 
devastating thing a baby faggot can expe-
rience. In a town,re.motely populated and 
stifled in convention I survived by keeping 
out of everyone's way. Not only did they 
speak another sexual language they com-
municated in a dialect lost between Cana-
dian French and their own version of Eng-
lish. The religious beliefs 9f this small 
community were that if you were not 
Catholic then you were literally in for a hell 
of a lot of trouble. The best thing for the 
pagans to do was nothing because nothing 
would help. Lots has changed. 
Still, one of my most favorite stories 
comes from an incident that happened 
some twenty five years ago. I was just 
arriving at my own sexuality. At the 
moment my male cousins were regular 
sources of- affection for me. I went to 
church too often with my family who 
didn't think we went often enough. I 
prayed the feelings would go away. They 
didn't. I prayed no orie would find out. 
They didn't. I prayed my cousins would 
become maniacal in our new games. They 
didn't. 
When you are eight year~ old ther~ is 
not much of interest g0ing on outside your 
body. What transpireti inside of me was as 
much as I could illogically deal with. My 
mother thought that I was a good boy 
because I did as 1 was told cor.stantly and 
was very quiet. Now, she regrets that con-
dition did not last. I am fortunate to have 
parents who grew up to become well 
adjusted and accept my lover as the number 
one son~in-law. Yes, my folks are maintain-
ing. 
But that twenty-five years back things 
were different. There was an old Victorian 
mansion sitting on a small ledge on the 
Brunswick side of the river. It always 
attracted my attention for no good reason 
except that it gave the appearance of being 
abandoned. I was driving home with my 
mother one day and pointing to the house 
asked who lived ·there. Her response was 
memorable. "Oh. Two women live there, 
but we don't talk about them." 
Several weeks later I finally was able to 
decipher what was so awful about two 
women that no one would even discuss the 
house. It was my first real knowledge of 
someone else like me. Th,ough it was tough 
to realize this happened to women as well, 
I at least became aware that my isolation 
was not so singular. 
I did come home again and got an 
apartment on Federal St reet. It was an 
enormous place with more bedrooms than 
I could occupy at one time, but I tried. 
There were new shopping centers, new 
faces and religions with more varied lan-
guages and finally some well spoken Eng-
lish. Some of the original inhabitants of · 
the town had died or moved and the old 
house on the ledge had di,sappeared. It was 
a new place. 
My new landlady was a little Jewish 
woman who freely talked about anything 
and loved everyone. It seems she particu-
larly liked and missed the two women who 
had the apartment before me. One of the 
pair had recently died and the other moved 
o·n to who knows where. Yes, it was the I 
same two in the old Victorian house. With 
a little research I discovered that the two 
had met in high school when they were 
both only nineteen. They managed to 
cohabitate in that small town together for 
over forty years, riot without gossip, not 
without difficulty, but always together. It 
seems so strange to me now. I never knew 
them, but I did manage to be related to one 
of them through bloo(j and just a coinci-
dence more . . . 
SY 
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- by JoAnne Dauphinee 
' ' . .. at the end of your days you will be able 
to look back and say that once in your life 
you gave everything you had for justice ." 
Jill Ruckelshaus, 1977 
MAINE NOW - (NATIONAL 
ORGANIZATION for WOMEN) has 
organized more workshops, given more 
speeches & interviews , done more election 
and lobby work , influenced more groups, 
and sponsored or supported more efforts for 
lesbian & gay rights in Maine than any other 
- ANY OTHER - organization . This 
claim, while it may surprise some readers 
is irrefutable. As a. founding member of 
MAINE NOW in 1971 , and as a NOW ac-
tivist for 15 years , it ·is a claim I am proud 
to- make. · 
There have been exciting times , such as 
when we first watched the Maine lawmakers 
cast their votes one by one in a Senate 
rollcall victory for the L/G Rights bill 
(1983). There have been sad times , such as 
when we learned of the death of NOW L/G 
Rights activist , Jane Holmes, who had 
testified for the bill with such grace and 
strength . There were times of great personal 
triumpn, when our hearts swelled to hear the 
proud , sometimes heart-wrenching 
testimony of lesbians , gaymen, family and 
friends. There were times of agonizing 
frustration as MAINE NOW tried to sway 
lawmakers whose collective response felt 
· like a tidal wave of fear and ignorance. And, 
there were times of immense joy when we 
embraced with the warm loving conspiracy 
known 011ly to those who risk everything for 
justice. This paper is affectionately 
dedicated to NOW activists, our friends and 
"conspi.rators" in this. decade-plus-long 
struggle. , 
I was driven to write this paper for two 
reasons. First, the patriarchy has a unique 
capacity for rendering invisible the histories 
' an_d contributions of all women, and feminist 
and non-traditional women in particular. 
· Feminists , female & male , of every sexual 
orientation mu~t tell "our own stories. Se-
cond , even among ourselves , history 
becomes invisible or distorted sometimes. 
The unique role of NOW in Maine's L/G 
Rights struggle deserves to be widely 
acknowledged, and I am fiercely determined 
that it shall be. 
Many groups and individuals have, of 
course, contributed in unique and significant 
ways to this movement. To acknowledge the 
leadership of MAINE NOW can not , is not 
meant to, diminish the contribudons of Nor-
thern Lambda Nord, Interweave, MCLU , 
Maine Women's Lobby, MLGPA, and the 
many others who have stood with us. In 
1985, with the formation of MLGP A (Maine 
Lesbian Gay Political Alliance), MAINE 
NOW took on a different - but no less 
significant - role in our movement. But, 
before we look ahead together, let us first 
look back. 
Before The Bill 
It was MAINE NOW who first spoke out 
for L/G Rights in the Democratic Party. It 
was MAINE NOW that got a L/G Rights 
plank into the Maine Democratic Party Plat-
i.l.;;=====;;;;;;;========;;;;;., form, and it was NO\V's efforts that kept 
THE GOOD EGG CAFE 
705 Congress Street 
773 ~ 0801 
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getting it in year after bloody year. It cur-
rently goes in ''under the hammer,'' that is 
without debate , but MAINE NOW is always 
there, always ready , just in case. 
It was MAINE NOW that supported fwo 
Maine Conferences on lesbian rights issues 
in 1974 (one in central Maine, one at 
U .M.O.), and has offered at least one forum 
annually for the discussion of L/G Rights 
at our state conferences and elsewhere. 
We've also sponsored numerous CR (Con-
sciousness Raising) groups over the years 
helping lesbians to come to ' terms with their 
sexuality , . and encouraging lesbians and 
(other) feminists to· form alliances. 
If MAINE NOW had a dollar for every 
time we were ·advised to disavow or 
downplay L/G Rights for the sake of ERA 
or some other issue , we'd be rich. It was 
never easy' but it was always exciting to 
create a movement in which the common 
goal of human justice united people in trust 
& struggle & laughter, where once there was 
suspicion and despair. 
¥aine Coalition For Human Rights . 
In the mid-1970's , MAINE NOW created 
the MCHR (Maine Coalition for Human 
Rights) , the first Maine organization to draft 
and offer the L/G Rights bill to the Maine 
Legislature. Lois Galgay Reckitt , then 
MAINE NOW Coordinator (currently Na-
tional NOW V .P. Executive) co-ordinated 
MCHR with Peter Prizer. Over half of 
MCHR 's activists were also NOW 
members. 
When tt.e L/G Rights bill was first in-
troduced in 1977, several groups allowed 
their names to be used as supportive 
organizations (MCLU, for example), but 
MAINE NOW alone took an active role with 
MCHR. We organized a tremendous lobby-
ing effort ; won praise for an outstanding 
level of testimony at the hearing; and Peter, 
Lois, and others did a good deal of positive 
publicity. 
Maine NOW-PAC 
In 1978, MAINE NOW- formed the first 
Maine political action committee (PAC) to 
refuse all monies to candidates opposed to 
L/G Rights. MAINE NOW-PAC is, to this 
day , the only Maine PAC to hold candidates 
to this standard. (At this writing, it 's thought 
MLGPA's Pine Tree PAC h_as, or will, 
become the second .) 
Even prior to the formation of MAINE 
NOW-PAC, MAINE NOW did extensive 
legislative work ; statewide research on can-
didates; published analyses of both 
legislative issues and rollcalls, and issue-
based candidate profiles; made public notice 
of candidates endorsed or supported; did . 
post-election strategy analyses; and, created 
and promoted support for L/G Rights within 
other organizations. 
In May 1978, we were active in organiz-
ing and facilitating the Northeast NOW Les-
bian Rights Conference, the first regional 
conference of its kind. Also in 1978, when 
the Maine Women's Lobby was founded, 
MAINE NOW activists were there. 
Numerous NOW activists ran successfully 
for the first Board of the MWL. One of our 
primary concerns was that such an organiza-
tion should speak out for _L/G Rights. We 
I 
were successful. 
In 1979, 1981 , and 1983 , MAINE NOW 
took the undisputed lead on the L/G Rights 
bill , organizing the lobbying efforts, the 
hearing testimony, and pulling together the 
.alliances that served as overall organizing 
cmrimittees for the bills. MAINE NOW and 
MAINE NOW-PAC created the successful 
"Senate Strategy" which called for lobby-
ing and election strategies to concentrate on 
a Senate victory before mid-decade (the first 
Senate victory was 1983). In the legislature , 
on the campaign trails , in community w,ork 
and education, in analyses and in strategy 
formation , no organization can match . 
MAINE NOW's work on lesbian and gay 
rights. 
Recent IJistory . 
In 1984, when BAGLSC (Bangor Area 
Gay-Lesbian-Straight Coalition) formed in 
response to the murder of gayman , Charles 
Howard (an Interweaver) , MAINE N'ow 
was there, Many can match my cfaim, but 
there is no one who can claim to have 
wo-rked any harder for BAGLSC's successes 
than I did on behalf of MAINE NOW. I am 
personally grat@ful to NOW Board members 
and activists who shouldered some of my 
other responsibilities during BAGLSC's first 
difficult months. And , I am grateful to 
BAGLSC and Interwe.ave activists for their 
. consistent acknowledgement of NOW 's 
work. Indeed , it was they who encouraged 
me to write this article. 
Whiie it is never easy to pass the torch , 
MAINE NOW welcomed with enthusiasm 
the creation of a political organization 
primarily devoted to L/G Rights. And, in 
1985, MLGP A was created. NOW activists 
are working within and beside MLGP A to 
keep our movement strong and united. 
In 1985 , every week the Legislature was 
in session, MAINE NOW was at the C,apitol 
lobbying on the L/G Rights bill. Before 
MLGP.A sent a single persoh · to lobby, 
MAINE NOW had touched base with all 35 
Senators to be sure we still had a majo_rity 
in that body. Though MAINE NOW 
fervently opposed the ''compromise ,'? when 
our _opinion did not prevail , we continued 
our efforts in the House. During the I 12th 
we tracked hundreds of bills, analyzed "the 
need and impact of dozens of bills, wrote 
and distributed to all•lawmakers NOW posi-
tion papers on numerous issues, testified and 
lobbied on many bi.Jls, and represented 
ourselves in several coalitions. Still, few can 
claim to have done more for the L/G Rights 
bill. No group or individual analysis of how 
~he voting. would go was nearly as accu.rate 
as NOW's analysis. More importantly, 
MAINE NOW will continue to offer our 
analyses, skills and energy to this crucial 
work. ·We are currently speaking and work-
ing and acting for passage of a comprehen-
sive AIDS bill. . 
The founding of MLGP A marked a new 
era in our movement. But once - just once 
- before we move on, let us single out 
NOW for the pioneering, perservering, 
decade-plus-long struggle to push this issue 
of L/G Rights onto center stage where it 
belongs. Once - just once - it shall be here 
acknowledged that it was MAINE NOW 
continu,ed on page 8 
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dump the matter in the state's lap. because 
it is more equitable for policy holders to pay 
an extra dollar than for the costs to be passed 
on to taxpayers. 
Predictably. the Maine Christian Civic 
League threw itself into the debate early . 
before the bill even was printed. according 
to Gill. 
Civic League head Jasper Wyman 
vehemently criticized the bill. calling it a gay 
rights bill in disguise. 
McCormick said that was "patently 
false." because the bill is about health. and 
nothing else. 
Gill also took umbrage with Wyman's 
verbal broadside. saying that he owes her 
an apology for publicly denouncing the bill 
before he ever saw it or spoke with her. 
Gill said that there is no moralistic issue 
involved . She said she believes· st.ate 
lawmakers " have an obligation to the 
public" to take action on a public health 
issue. and said that is exactly what her bill 
proposes . 
She said she received supporti~e letters 
from constituents she never expected te hear 
from on the AIDS issue; and that has con-
vinced her that there will be broad support 
for many of the bill's provisions . 
McCormick said she hoped Wyman 
would be ruled out of order if he tried to in-
ject any mor..il judgments.at the hearing. But · 
she said she was not concerned ·about his 
well-publicized statements either. 
"It's almost as if he gets annoyed 
whenever there's a show of compassion for 
gay people." McCormick said. 
She said the very real ramifications of fail-
tng to educate Mainers about AIDS make 
it especially important for legislators to 
discard irrelevant issues rooted in 
homophobic attitudes . 
Prison Policy 
Urichanged 
by Fred Berger 
''The Kiss'' is now legendary. When 
Peder Baughman and Daniel Nutting em-
braced in the visitor's room of the Maine 
State Prison last December the uproar it 
created was heard from coast to coast. Nut- . 
ting and Baughman lost their visiting 
privileges due to their behavior and prison 
officials found themselves explaining their 
actions to inquiring reporters from · 
throughout the country. Shortly afterward 
Nutting was transferred to the less restric-
tive Hallowell Pre~Release Center where his 
visiting privileges were restored. 
But what about future rights for openly 
gay inmates and visitors? Apparently prison 
officials believe that Nutting's transfer set-
tled the issue. No attempt is being made to 
revise current policy (or lack of it) regar-
ding physical contact between gay men in 
prison visiting rooms. 
The warden of the Maine State Prison at 
Thomaston and members of the Attorney 
General's staff who deal with the Depart- 'f 
ment of Corrections indicated that because 
Nutting has been transferred there is no 
longer any need to deal with the issue. 
· Warden Warren Magnussen said, "This 
didn't happen for many years and may not 
happen again for many years." He called 
the incident "an unusual event." . 
Gill agreed. ·saying she has told fellow AIDS-L1·ne 1-800-851-AIDS lawmakers who questioned her commitment 
to the bill to "hear the debate," rather than 
prejudge the -issue. 
Magnussen conceded that "we need at 
some time to look at visiting policy and 
decide on it." The existing policy does not 
specifically deal with gay visitors but allows 
for the loss of visiting privileges for 
behavior which is offensive to other visitors 
or guards in the visiting room. It was in fact 
guards and other prisoners , not visitors , who 
instigated the Nutting controversy . 
M?gnussen indicated that there has been no. 
effort to deal with the policy beqmse ' 'we 
have a lot of other pric\rities at the prison." 
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Asked how such a contlic;.t might be 
treated in the future Warden' Magnussen 
said , ''In the future we would have more 
discussion - more open discussion with the 
two individuals to present their concerns and 
exchange information." "We would talk to 
them," he said. 
S:~i!~tFPool,. Disco, Video, 
1-+++---H-+-H-++++-. Music -& Dancing •. 
3 $iNCt 6fPEEr, ~ME . . 
172.-9538: 
BACKS'IBEET -
Thursday, Friday, ·satmday and Sun-
day, for Hot New Music and late night 
danting until early morning. 
Now· ON SUNDAYS ••• 
l=Dance at Backstreet for everyone 
from 4--7 p.m. Join us.after hours or on 
Sunday for a hot time until dawn. 
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Vermont 
Anti-violence 
Efforts 
Gay activists in Vermont have been 
working hard in receht months to convince 
. state officials that there is a problem in 
the Green Mountain State with anti-Gay/ 
Lesbian violence. 
In December, the Vermont chapter of 
the National Association of Social Work-
ers Lesbian and Gay issues committee 
was trying to set up a meeting with the 
Attorney General's office to discuss issues 
of concern. Expected to be on the agenda 
Were violence and discrimination against 
Lesbians and Gay men as well as the need 
for a toll-free number so citizens can 
report incidents of homophobic violence 
or discrimination. Also, a violence proj-
ect has been initiated so that cases of 
· violence against Lesbians and Gay men 
can be documented and monitored. 
Other recent gains in Vermont include 
appointments ofliaisons to the Lesbian / -
Gay community by both Sen. Patrick 
Leahy and Gov. Madeline Kunin. 
A statewide newspaper, called Out in 
the Mountains, began publishing in Feb-
ruary. The publication grew out of a 
$2,000 grant from the Haymarket Foun-
dation of Boston that was awarded to 
Vermonters for Lesbian and Gay Rights 
(VLGR). 
Now - A Look At The Maine Lesbian & 
Gay Rights Movement 
continued from page 6 
who brought the Democratic Party and many 
social change groups (kicking and scream-
ing) out on this issue. Once - just once -
MAINE NOW will receive the note it 
deserves, separate from the litany of ever-
so-respectable groups which, at long last, 
have joined us . 
MAINE NOW and all of Maine's lesbian 
and gay community share this history of 
struggle and frustration and partial victories. 
I know (some of) you know. I hope you will 
forgive an old activist's pride when I assert 
that MAINE NOW is not just an " also sup-
porting" organization. We are many women 
and men who have put it all on the line, over 
many years , for justice and equality. Our 
dreams for a better world 9c1n only come true 
if we all stand together for human rights and 
human dignity. Together, we can make 
history . Together, we will make history. 
Downeast UU Gay /Lesbian 
Group Forms 
An organization of gay and lesbian Unitarian Universalists in the Downeast-Central 
Maine area is forming, according to Rev . F. Jay Deacon. minister of th'! Unitarian Church 
of Bangor. Deacon says he expects the organization to begin with monthly programs, 
to include speakers. discussions , and films. A previously UU-affiliated group , IN-
TERWEAVE. is no longer associated with the liberal denomination . 
On Sunday, April 13, Daniel Eaton Pentlarge, acting director of the Unitarian Univer-
sal ist Office of Gay and Lesbian Concerns. will discuss the role of gay and lesbian peo-
ple in the denomination. He will also report on the February Convocation on Gay and 
Lesbian Unitarian Univcrsalists held in San Diego . The church is located on the corner 
of Main and Union Streets . For more information . you may call Jay at 947-1253 . 
........................ 
· The Women's Community Project 
Update • 
by Vivian Wadas 
The Women's Community Project con-
tinues its efforts in Portland to find a suitable 
place to offer a variety of resources and ser-
vices to the Women's Community . 
Since last summer a coalition of women 
from Portland and other Southern Maine 
communities has been_ meeting regularly to 
devise a plan to obtain a building or space 
that could serve a multitude of purposes. 
The philosophy of the group i.s: "The 
Women' s Community Project is conceived 
and dedicated to enhance and empower the 
lives of women of all ages . lifestyles , voca-
tions, races and spiritual orientation. The 
project offers a place where women of 
diverse interests and needs can individually 
and collectively work towards actualizing 
their dreams and potential while supporting 
and promoting the dignity and well-being of 
women in Maine ." 
The WCP envisions a place that could 
have unlimited possibilities, including but 
not limited to a retail and office space. a 
library, recreational facilities , performance 
space, studios , a print shop, and a 
darkroom. This would be a place where 
women can join together toward efforts of 
enhancing the role of women . 
As another step in our organizational pro-
cess, we are providing a way for women to 
be involved in the Women's Community 
Project through a logo contest. The logo is 
to be derived from the WCP's statement of 
philosophy and must be suitable for printing 
on t-shirts, buttons, letterheads, etc. Prizes 
will be awarded as follows: First Place -
weekend outdoor trip with Ruthie Rhodes, 
New Routes-outdoor trips for women . . Se-
cond Place - massage by Paula France, 
Massage Therapist. Third Place - Haircut 
by .Lisa Ross, Hairstylist. For entry form 
and rules, call 761-0826 or write: Women ' s 
Community Project. P.O. Box 3733. 
Portland, Me. 04104. 
The WCP is pleased to announce its first 
fundraising event , Women's Performance 
Night, to be held April 4 at the Williston 
West Church , 32 Thomas Street, Portland. 
Doors open at 7pm; the-show begins at 7:30. 
The evening will include a wide variety of 
performances, including music, comedy , 
dance , an open mike opportunity , and other 
activities. WCP will ask for a sliding scale 
donation and will be serving refreshments 
for a nominal fee . Everyone is welcome and 
encouraged to attend. Performers interested 
in donating their time and talent to an ex-
citing event, please call 773-5959 for more 
information . 
WCP is actively seeking new members 
and anyone interested can attend the plann-
ing meetings, held at the YWCA , 87 Spring 
Street on the first and third Sunday of each 
month, 11 :30-2:00. Anyone wishing to 
subscribe to the WCP's Newsletter can do 
so by sending a $5 .00 donation to: WCP. 
Box 3733 , Portland, Maine 04101. Con-
tributions to the building fund are welcomed 
as well . 
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Gifts of Environmental Consciousness 
7Exchange St. , Portland, ME 04112 (207) 775- 1281 
Bi.sexual 
Conference 
a Complete 
Success 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank everyone who helped out over the 
weekend of the eighth through the tenth 
at the Third Annual Bisexual Confer-
ence. Thanks to those who housed peo-
ple, thanks to those who helped me with 
all the details and thanks to those who 
attended and helped make it a very u'p-
beat and successful weekend. 
We boogied, we caucused, we talked, 
we ate, and we celebrated our identities as 
bisexuals. We introduced the .. b-word"to 
the Portland community and had it 
printed in the Portland Press Herald. By 
the last day everyone was high and had 
had a full weekend of affirming ourselves 
and our relationships. People had taken 
the opportunity to explore Portland and 
many of the gay/ lesbian businesses and 
to sample some of the cuisine available in 
the local restaurants. As for myself, I met 
many '1}0re people who have created for 
themselves unique, viable "family" situa-
tions that ingeniously fulfill their needs as 
bisexuals. I co-facilitated a workshop 
entitled, "Building your own families/ -
parenting as bisexuals. "Thirty-six people 
showed up for this workshop and came 
looking for ways to build on existing rela-
tionships and have more of what they are 
desiring in their lives. One man who has 
been married for the second time and 
essentially identified himself as being gay 
explained that after his first marriage 
fai led he decided that he would make 
friends with a heterosexual woman first 
and come out to her with the purpose of 
having a family. He now has two teenage 
sons and an open marriage with his wife 
that includes space for both of them to 
have outside relationships. He has had an 
ongoing relationship with another mar-
ried man for the length of his marriage. 
Sounds a little crazy? Well, if you take 
away all the labels that seem contradic-
tory you have a man who always wanted 
to be a parent in a close relationship with 
a woman but not give up his' intimate 
· relationship with his male lover. Not to 
say that this hasn't over the years created 
problems with his in-laws, friends, and 
the families who are intimately involved 
but he and his wife have worked them out 
because it's been clear to them from the 
beginning that what they were creating 
would necessitate some very creative 
· problem-solving. The atmosphere in the 
workshop was one of complete safety and 
support so that everyone had the oppor-
tunity to explore their own dreams. What 
seemed most important was for each per-
son to figure out what was right for them 
and then look at the possible ways of 
creating the kinds of relationships and 
"families" that each person wanted. The 
idea that you can have your life just the 
way you want it or imagine it was actively 
working. 
There will be an ongoing pot-luck 
dinner group that will be meeting once a 
month to continue brainstorming, shar-
ing, and meeting other people who· are 
coming out as bisexuals and who want to 
talk about the infinite ways we can create 
the right relationships and "families" for 
ourselves. The first pot-luck will be held 
April 18 at 6:30 p.m. at 59 State St. Apt. 
42. See you there! 
USM Students Attend Conference 
Over the weekend of Feb. 28-March 2, 
three members of the Gay/ Lesbian Alli-
ance staff attended the North-East Lesbi-
an/ Gay Student Union Conference hosted 
by Brown University in Providence, R.I. 
The conference focused on increasing the 
effectiveness of gay/ lesbian groups on 
college campuses as well as political 
issues, AIDS, "coming out", and other 
general interest topics. 
The conference was highlighted by the 
appearances of Flo Kennedy, longtime 
activist and lawyer (her perspective prob-
ably best summed up by her appearance 
in the radical feminist classic "Born in 
Flames'), Boston City Councilman David 
Scondras, and Rep. Gerry Studds (D-
Mass.). Flo Kennedy opened the con-
ference with a call to apply, as she termed 
it, "testicular pressure"to force the politi-
cal system and the media to deal with gay 
and lesbian issues. She also stressed the 
necessity of building coalitions among 
the various groups working toward social 
justice. These groups must be able to rec-
ognize the common web of oppression 
and work together to fight it. She particu-
larly str~ssed the effectiveness of boycotts 
as a way of e11couraging corporate respon-
sibility. · 
David Scondras, Boston's first openly 
gay city councilperson, conducted a work-
shop on political issues for the gay com-
munity. He discussed the necessity of 
gaining political power to further the 
fight for civil rights. Early in the gay/ les-
bian rights struggle, he said, the emphasis 
was on "coming out", basically letting the· 
public know that gays and lesbians exist. 
Now, the emphasis, said Scondras, must 
be on both "coming out" and gaining 
political power. He gav~ as an example 
his own experience in Boston where he 
has successfully built a coalition that has, 
among other things, elected- Boston's first 
black president of the City Council and 
installed Scondras as chairperson of the 
budget committee. 
Representative Gerry Studds delivered 
-
.t+ 
--
the Keynote address at Saturday's ban-
quet. His message was simple, pride. He 
said, "Thank you for being who you 
are ... " He discussed the advances that 
had been made since the beginning of the 
Gay Liberation Movement, alluding to 
his own confusion and difficulty growing 
up in a homophobic society. In encourag-
ing the audience to continue the struggle 
for respect and civil rights, he related 
some of his own experiences facing diffi-
cult audiences. These experiences, he 
said, had been rewarding because at the 
most unexpected times people had shown 
their support and gratitude for his actions. 
The banquet concluded with music by the 
Freedom Trail Band from Boston. 
Other events during the weekend in-
cluded numerous workshops on a v3;riety 
of topics including gay parenting, getting 
sexual orientation clauses in college char-
ters, gay/ lesbian youth organizing, rais-
ing money and alumni networking. 
. Throughout the weekend a film festival 
took place with showings of "Born in 
Flames", "Maedchen in Uniform" and 
"Taxi Zurn Kio". A march through the 
Brown campus culminated in a candle-
light vigil for those who had died of 
AIDS. Between 400 and 500 people ob-
served a moment of silence in memory of 
AIDS' victims. . 
The entire weekend was organized by 
the North-East Lesbian / Gay Student 
Union (NELGSU). NELGSU was founded 
three years ago to promote communica-
tion and networking among student 
groups as far west as Ohio and as far 
south as Virginia. The group is coordi-
nated by an executive board and a boarq 
of directors made up of one member from 
each organization who wishes to join. 
Future plans included a computer net-
work to link the campus groups and 
· incorporation as a nonprofit organiza-
tion. Next year's conference will be hosted 
by Columbia University in New York 
City. 
--
Wk .. 
Anti-choice demonstrators surround the bus on which Maine's pro-choice 
marchers later departed for the NOW-sponsored National March for Women's 
Lives held on March 9 in Washington, D.C. Singing "Jesus Loves the Little 
Children,"tthe demonstrators also picketed outside NO W's send-off rally. 
Approximately eighty pro-choice supporters rallied at the USM Gymnasium 
to send off those traveling to Washington, D.C. for the National March for 
Women's Lives. Speakers at the rally included: Ken Bailey, Family Planning; 
Maine NOW State Coordinator Marge Clark; Joanne Clarey, Maine Commis-
sion for Women; Nancy Fritz, Family -Violence Project in Augusta; and a repre-
sentative from John McKernan 's gubernatorial campaign staff who read a letter 
from McKernan supporting the march. Thousands of pro-choice supporters par-
ticiJ>ated in the massive march and rally to protest threats to abor~ion rights. 
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says that, "The only· way that I ~ould 
plan to deal with [being Gay] is that as 
one of my platform positions I would say 
that I would propose and work for a ... 
Gay rights bill to protect Gays and Lesbi-
ans from discrimination." And he explains 
that, "The reason that I haven't done 
more [in city government] is just that I 
spend most of my time doing Gay-related 
things, like the AIDS Project and 'Our 
Paper'." Certainly such concern for the 
Lesbian and Gay community would influ-
ence Fred's political activities, to the 
benefit of all of Portland. 
At present Fred is campaigning door-
to-door, studying the city budget, and 
checking into the specifics· of city ordi-
nances. He feels that the City Council has 
paid too much attention to downtown 
development and neglected th~ neigh-
borhoods. There is also a growing public 
concern over the use of the revenue 
brought in by the increased develop-
ments: people want to know, where is the 
money going? The decrease in low-to-
middle income housing is cause for city 
concern, according to Fred, and he would 
like to see that such housing be preserved, 
In monitoring the waterfront develop-
ment, Fred strongly supports that" .. . the 
waterfront be preserved as a working 
waterfront." And of major significance ,is 
the nuclear dump question; Fred sees this 
as a pressing issue that Portland has yet 
to address. 
While it may appear that' Fred de-
emphasizes his Gay lifestyle in the variety 
of stands he takes, he reveals his support 
for the Lesbi-Gay community by his 
deeper concerns. Fred plans to ensure 
that such long-avoided controversial 
issues as reviewing the hiring practices of 
city project contractors, ensuring non-
discriminatory and handicapped-accessi-
ble housing in future developments, and 
the employment of minorities and women 
in city positions be dealfwith effectively. 
Fred seeks to inspire others to take part in 
city plans, and he wants to be accessible· 
as a representative of those outside the 
usual power structure. He observes, "Not 
a lot of people get involved in the city 
affairs and I think having me in there 
would encourage a lot of Gay people to 
... bring their concerns because they'd 
have a voice." · 
Specifically, Fred gave examples of his 
concerns over discrimination by noting.· 
that there were very few women involved · · 
with One City Center, Portland's most' 
ambitious development project yet. He. 
thinks that, "The city has a responsibility 
to see that that doesn't happen-it's a 
matter of protecting, of giving everyone 
in the city access to the job.s that those . 
people are providing." Fred also indi-
cated that Portland utilizes discrimina-
tory hiring practices within its own depart-
ments: "There are only six ... female 
police officers . in the Portland Police 
-Department, o'ut of over a hundred offi-
cers, ... [whereas] Portland, Oregon has 
a woman police chief, so I think we're 
really behind in that . .. The [Portland] 
fire department doesn't have any women 
in it." 
Such investigative concern shows that 
Fred plans to face City Coundl with these 
controveFsial issues to get them resolved, 
while voicing the neighborhoods' needs 
at the same time. Fred's ability to tackle 
the unfair practices of our city govern-
ment by bringing up sensitive issues in a 
non-confrontive way reflects, as he says, 
" ... the perspective that a Gay person 
w'ould have-an awareness; an interest 
that other people haven't had." 
* People who want to contribute or volun-
teer for Fred's campaign can contact him 
via the Fred Berger for Council Commit-
tee at 431 Brighton Ave., Portland, ME 
04102. On April 19 the feminist comedian 
KaJe Clinton will befeatured at a fund-
raising event for Fred's campaign and 
Maine NOW 
YOU CAN HELP!! 
Even if you don't live in Portland's District 3, you can help Fred 
Berger in his City Council campaign: • 
I would like to volunteer 
I would like to contribute $ ___ _ 
Name -~-------------------
Address -------------------
Phone _________ -'-----------~ 
·send to: Fred Berger for Council Committee, 
c/o Ada Harrigan, 431 Brighton Ave., Portland 04102. 
Thank you! 
(This ad paid for by the candidate's committee.) 
, 
• ¥ 
Nt1«1 Le:&f 1'ooks 
438 Main St., Rockland, ME 04841 207/596-0040 
We spedalize in books by and about women, afternative health care and spirituality. 
. See our new section of gay fiction 
J'f.ianuscripts 
Bids/.Propose1ls 
Business Plans 
Resumes 
Sales Letters 
Mail.i,ng labels 
... plus 
Hours: Monday thru Saturday 10·5:30 
WORD. PROCESSING ••• plus . 
(207)775-2448 
Reasonable-Reliable-Confidential 
142 High Street, Suite 4 ·14,_ Portland Ivlaine 04101 
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The Ins ·and Outs of Jns and Outs the ovary. At the ovaries. the tubes form a fringed. funnel-shaped opening called the fimbria. The fimbria wr;ip around the 
by R.J. Bass 
Part One 
For the past year, this column has dis-
cussed several aspects of men ' s and 
women's health. including various sexually-
transmitted diseases. vaginal infections. and 
testicular cancer. Before going into more 
issues of sexual or reproductive health. we 
should have a basic introduction to the male 
· and female anatomy and physiology of sex-
· ualitylreproduction. This month we'll cover. 
or rather, uncoyer, women's sexual and 
reproductive .body parts, and briefly explain 
their particular functions. 
First, the outer f(enitals. or vulva: 
l. The mans veneris, or mans for short, 
is the pad of fatty tissue under the pubic hair 
above the crotch. The mons pr.ovides a 
cushion over the pubic symphysis , the bone 
felt at the very bottom of the abdomen, 
which connects the pubic bones of the hip 
girdle . 
2. The hair covered area between.the legs 
1,. is also fatty, 1 ike the mons. The fatty tissue 
forms two flaps of skin, called the outer lips, 
or labia majora. Their size and skin color · 
differ w.idely from woman to woman. The 
outer lips cover two smaller, hairless flaps 
of skin called, of course. the inner lips (labia 
minora) . The inner lips are very sensitive. 
responding to sexual stimulation by swell-
ing and flushing in color. 
3 . The area of skin between !he inner lips 
and the anus is called. the perineum. The 
anus is the opening of the rectum, the end 
of the large intestine. The perineum ancl 
anus can also be somewhat sensitive to sex-
ual stimulation. 
4. Between the inner ·lips is a small. 
smooth area called the vestibule. The 
vestibule contains several separate tissues 
and organs. Directly below the mons. the 
inner lips come ,together to form a fold of 
skin, known as the hood of the glans. We 
often refer to this as the clitoris, but the 
clitoris is actually a much larger organ, com-
posed of crura, shaft, and glans. 
5. The hood slides up; when it's moved 
back, a firm, rubbery bump or cord can be 
felt under the skin . This is ·the shaft of the 
clitoris , and it is attached to the pubis sym-
physis by a ligament. Under the pubis sym-
physis, the shaft splits into two parts to form 
a "Y" shape. The two extending " wings" 
arc erectile tissue called crura . (singular: 
crus). The crura are about three inches long . 
Extending dowi;t on each side of the vestibule 
from where the shaft and crur~ meet are 
bundles of erectile tissue called bulbs of the 
vestibule. The glans itself is the only cxter~ 
· nal portion of the whole clitoris; it is ex-
tremely sensitive, particularly to sexual 
stimulation. This entire system of erectile 
tissue. is part of a network of veins and 
muscles throughout the pelvis. During sex-
ual arousal , this area congests with blood (it 
can also become a bit congested just before 
a menstrual period), causing tension, 
fullness, and muscular contractions, such as 
those felt during sex and orgasm. The 
clitoris and bulbs. perform one function on-
ly - sexual sensation and ·arousal. 
6. Two small, rounded bodies found on 
either side and a bit inside of the opening 
of the vagina are the vestibular or Bar-
tholin 's glands. The function of these glands 
is not really clear. Sometimes they become 
swollen or infected, but they usually go 
unnoticed . 
7. In the vestibule and below the glans of 
the clitoris; there is a small slit or opening, 
called the urinary opening (also called the 
urethral meatus) . This is the opening of the 
urethra, a one-and-a-half inch tube which 
connects to the bladder, which is the body\ 
re.servoir' of urine from the kidneys. 
8. Below the urinary opening is . a 
noticeably larger opening; this is the vaginal 
. opening, or introitus. Because the vaginal 
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and urinary openings arc located close 
together. prolonged or rough penetration can 
result in irritation when peeing. Around the 
vaginal opening, there may be evidence of 
· the hymen, a thin. stretchy membrane. The · 
hymen's appearance varies from woman to 
woman. but after it has been stretched. it is 
usually just seen as a few ·very small folds 
of tissue. 
Now. for the internal organs : 
9. The vagina is only b few inches long 
when a woman is not sexually aroused. It 
is formed of collapsed walls of thick mucus 
membrane tissue. which may feel wet or . 
dry. depending on the woman's normal hor-
mone levels or sexual excitement (which 
causes the wal_ls of the vagina to become 
· wet, or lubricated) . At other times . 'the 
wetness is evidence of ovulation. and of the 
natural cleansing action of the vagina. Most 
women have very little.sensitivity in all but 
the lower, or outer third of the vagina. 
though this can vary . . The vagina is sur-
rounded by pelvic floor muscles which can 
be felt when a woman squeezes t0 control 
the flow of urine. These muscles support the 
organs of the lower abdomen . 
10. At the top and back of the vagina is 
the area called thefomix. A little before the 
fornix is an organ which, when felt with ,a 
finger, resembles the tip of your. nose with 
a dimple in it. This organ is the cervix, and 
- ovaries but ar.e not actually connected to 
them. it is the opening between the vagina and the . 
uterus, or womb. The ''dimple" is the os, 
the actual opening in the middle of the firm. 
cartilagenous cervix . The ce~vix is sensitive 
to pressure, but has no surface nerves in it. 
It changes color. firmness. size. and posi-
tion throughout a woman's menstrual cycle. 
The - os is very small and plugged with 
mucus . 
I 1. The cervix forms a neck or canal 
which widens to become the uterus . In non-
pregnant women. the uterus is about the size 
of a pear or fist. The uterus is located behind 
the bladder . The uterine walls ar:c thick and 
very strong. Inside. the walls usually touch 
each other; the uterus is not hollow . The top 
of the u5erus is called_ thcfundus. The uterus 
is the organ which holds the embryo and 
fetus during pregnancy . The inside lining of 
the '"'.alls is called the endometrium. The~en-
dometrium is the tissue which becomes thick 
and blood-filled. and finally comprises the 
menstrual flow at the beginning of a 
woman's menstrual cycle. 
12. From the upper two sides of the 
uterus, the fallopian tubes extend outwards 
and back. The tubes are about four inches 
long and curl around. The inside diameter 
of the tubes are about as wide 'as a needle! 
This tiny tunnel is the canal which the egg, 
or ovum. travels down once released froin 
13. The ovaries arc small , about the size 
and shape of an unshelled almond . (A 
woman has two ovaries and two tubes. one 
set each to the left and right of the uterus .) 
The ovaries -and tubes arc held in place by 
connective tissue (ligaments). and protected 
by fat. The ovaries have two roles; they pro-
duce eggs and.they produce female sex hor-
mone~. When the ovary rdcascs an egg (011-
ly one ovary releases only one egg in an in-
dividual menstrual cycle) . it floats free till 
the fringe-like fingers of the fimbria sweep 
it up into the fallopian · tubes. (How's that 
· for alliteration?) . , 
Unlike the woman's external organs. 
many of which arc designed for sexual 
arousal. the internal organs arc designed for 
reproduction . 
Next month's column will discuss the 
, anatomy and physiology of men's sexual and 
reproductive systems . 
For more discussion of female anatomy 
and physiology. The New Our Bodies, 
Ourselves and A New View Of A Woman's 
Body, (both Simon and Schuster). provide 
excellent details and diagrams . 
Our Paper inadvertently omitted the 
byline on "Minor Problem With A 
Fancy Name"by R.J. Bass in the March 
issue. Sorry R .J . 
Voices in the Maelstrom:-Dealing with AIDS 
. . 
In New York City and San Francisco 
. c 
by Gary L. Anderson 
Back in November, I attended a con-
ference in Boston on AIDS . Put together by 
the National Institute of Allergy and Infec-
tious Diseases (NIAID), the all-day event at-
tracted over 2000 participants (with an even 
greater number being turned away). The 
conference was specifically designed for 
health and public service personnel. Reflec-
ting this was the inclusion on the program 
bf a physician from New York City (health) 
and a sheriff from San Francisco (publi~ ser-
vice), as well as other AIDS experts from 
Boston, New England, and the Centers for 
Disease Control in Atlanta. 
· A lot of useful information was presented 
at this conference,. but what I found most in-
teresting were the remarks of the aforemen-
tioned health and public service workers 
who are dealing with AIDS on a first hand, 
day to day basis i~ two of the areas hardest 
hit by AIDS in this country. What follows 
are excerpts from their presentations. 
Dr. Stephen Caiazza is a practicing physi-
cian in New York City and sees many peo-
ple each week who have HTL V-III infec-
tions, ARC, or AIDS. 
DR. CAIAZZA: 
"Numbers don't record accurately what's 
going on with AIDS. The definition of AIDS 
is arbitrary and constricting. I like to use 
HTLV-III infection. If we look at this 
disease as an infection caused by a virus, a 
viral illness, and the virus is HTL V-III, I 
think we have a better understanding of the 
proportion of the disease we're talking 
about. Numbers aren't relevant; AIDS cases 
are the tip of the iceberg. When we talk 
about prognosis we rule out the fact that the 
prognosis for people with HTL V-III infec-
tion is good and getting better all the time: 
90 % do excellently regardless of 
intervention . 
" HTLV-III infection allows us to get the 
sense that this is a disease that is a spectrum, 
not one disease , but a long, broad spectrum 
of many diseases. 
''How do you get an HTL V-III infection? 
It 's not easy. You have to work to get AIDS . 
- . ~ 
I 
You get an HTLV-III infection if you're a 
. fetus in someone's uterus and that someone 
is a carrier of the virus; you get HTLV-III 
infection jf you receive transfusions of blood 
or bfood 'products and that bl~od product is 
infected with the virus; you get HJLV-III 
infection if you use dirty needles, or have 
· sex with someone who has the virus . What 
I'm saying is that the transmission of this 
virus is, bottom line, needles and sex. 
Notice I didn't say sex and needles . I said 
needles and sex for a very important reason . 
Early on we thought this was a sexual 
disease of gay and bisexual men: 70% sex- · 
ual cases, 20% needles. But now ·we're 
realizing that thars not accurate. IfI go back 
and research my cases, I find that, son of 
a gun, easily 25 % of my cases did involve 
needles to some extent, and I'm being con-
~ervative. In addition to that, we're seeing 
m some places that the rate of incidence of 
disease in patients using needles is going up; 
that is, in two years, throughout the coun-
try, 70-80 % ofour patients with HTL V -nr 
. " . . . 
infection will have acquired that disease 
through needles, and then there will remain 
. that 20% for whom it will remain a venereal 
,pisease. That's already happening in -places 
like Newark, where most of New Jersey's 
AIDS cases are. 50%, and it may be as high 
as 70%\ of these cases are needle related . 
In New York City, it's now 25'=-30% needle 
related to only 49% sexually related. 
''This is important because we have to 
understand how you don't get this disease: 
you don't get the disease from being in the 
same room with someone who has it; you 
couldn't get it if someone sneezes on you 
- it's not airborne, it's not food-borne, it's 
not water-borne; and most importantly , you 
don't get this disease from taking care of so-
meone who has it. Health care providers are 
not at risk for AIDS. 
"And what about the cost of this disease? 
It's estimated that a case of full-blown AIDS 
· can cost from $100,000 to $150,000 per pa: 
tient. We' re talking about billions of dollars 
continued on page 12 
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NH Alliance Holds AIDS Conference :· 
by Elze 
The New Hampshire Citizens: Alliance 
for Gay and Lesbian ~ights (CAGLR) and 
Concord's Unitarian-Univcrsalist Church 
sponsored in February ••AIDS :- Facts and 
Issues. " the · Granite State's first public 
forum on AIDS . The conference. divided in-
to three panels - "Medical Facts." "Com-
munity Resourcc.s." and "Lifestyle Issues" 
- · brought together over I 00 gay ;md les-
bian· activists. health care providers. and 
public health officials. The panels addressed 
a range of issues including HTL V-III an-
tibody testing. safe sex and risk reduction . · 
AIDS-related mental health issues . 
d iscrimination in employment and in-
su·rance : and the state's response to AIDS . 
Participants also heard personal stories from 
a man with AIDS and a support care worker 
with Boston's AIDS Action Committee. 
Following a very technical presen'tation on 
current medical data delivered by Dr. 
Robert Westphal!. the Medical Director of 
Vermont-New Hampshire Red Cross . and 
Dr. Anthony Lopez. an infectious disease 
specialist with Bedford's Hitchcock Clinic. 
Kevin Cathcart of Gay & Lesbian Advocates 
& Defenders (GLAD) roused the audience 
with an overview of the civil rights issues 
posed by ·society's response to AIDS. _ · 
Cathcart reminded participants that AIDS 
goes beyond the realm of public health. 
"There arc real important qucstio,ns ofsocial 
policy and very important political issues in-
volved." he stated. since the people most 
affected in this country arc gay and bisex-
ual men and IV drug users. "not politically 
powerful nor socially popular throughout 
. Ame.rican society . ·· AIDS-related 
discrimination has surfaced in many areas 
including the provision of inpatient and out-
patient medical care. employment. the pro-
vision of insurance. and access to public 
education . The· g;iy co111munity faces signifi-
cant jeopardy from both existing and pro·0 
p9scd practices on how and when HTL V-
III antibody testing and its results can be 
used . Cathcart cited testing requirements for 
cntra11cF into the a·rmccl forces . access to 
· future discrimination around AIDS and 
HTLV-Ill testing issues is to not take the 
test.'' Cathcart asserted . He also \9arncd that 
legislatures and courts can change the 
policies protecting any lists maintained . .He 
urged gay men and others in high-risk 
categories " to get health insurance now if 
you don't have it; get life i~surancc if you . 
want it; and get disability insurance if you 
can afford it. Don't wait until you're sick 
and then call a lawyer about being turned 
·: .... .. • ... :.:.: ..... • .. . : .. : .. _·:::: ::·:· ::·::: .:>:::: ::·:: .. ~-.. :: ·•·•·•·•·· 
"Let's have our public 
health measures follo.w 
our·civil rijghts measures.'' 
-Clay Stephens, P.A., 
. j 
Fenway Community 
Health Center 
down by insurance companies. There's a lot 
o(things lawyers can't do and that's one of 
them." 
Joseph Naughton, a staff therapist with 
Boston's Gay and Lesbian Counseling Ser-
vices. addressed the range of emotional su.p-
port needs of people with AIDS. ARC, and 
seropos·itivity. and their friends and fami-
ly. Naughton also commented on the 
challenge facing the gay community in main-
taining and nurturing self-affirming. sex-
. positive feelings in .the face· of AIDS. and 
the profound impact AIDS is having on men 
· coming out. . 
AIDS Action Committee Hospice Worker 
Mark Mii'lcr became involved in providing 
support services because. as he' said, "I 
would want someone to be there for me ... 
M_iller shared very thoughtful remarks-on his 
own process of confronting fears and ex-
amining hi's own health practices as·a result 
of working -.y ith people with AIDS . . 
In contrast to Cathcart's strong opposition 
to HTL V-III antibody testing , STD Program 
Coordinator Marty Cicchinelli of New 
"Don't take the test. The best way to protect 
yourself from future discrimination around AIDS 
and HTLV-III testing issues is not to take the test." 
-Kevin Cathcart, Executive Director, GLAD 
visas. pre-employment screening. and in-
surance availability as illustrations . 
Legal protections exist. according to 
Cathcart. Most state civil rights laws pro-
tc.ct people from discrimination on the basis 
of a handicap or perceived handicap. an · 
avenue to utilize for AIDS-rciatcd discrim-
ination. In addition. a court decision in 
Florida declared that AIDS qualifies as a 
handicapping condition under the federal 
. Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 
J 
Sugge'sting that "most people can't keep· 
secrets to the extent they think they can. · 
and that • 'test results arc only anonymous 
and confidential to the extent you tell no one 
and lie about it for the rest of your life." 
Cathcart emphatically warned conference 
participants. "Don't take the test." "The 
best way you can protect yourself from 
Hampshire's Division of Public Health en-
couraged testing because. she claimed, "It 
will lead to changes in behavior." 
Lco!ding off the last panel. Clay Stephens .. 
a long-time health care activist and a physi-
cian's assistant with Boston's Fenway Com-
munity Health Center. a medical facility 
. with expertise in gay and · 1csbian health 
issues, called for public health measures 
which support the gay and lesbian communi-
ty. "Public health measures are political 
measures," Stephens stated. ' ' We're talk-
ing about us. We must. be guaranteed no 
discrimination." Stephens urged people to 
support the alternative testing sites because 
they provide the only anonymous testing 
available. 
Calling upon people to support their 
, friends and neighbors in being safe sexual-
Alcohol/Drug Abuse 
ly. Stephens warned. "W~ must.not tell peo- tions." he stated. Dross, frightened .by all 
pie not to have sex." "I want to come out he had· read about chemotherapy, empl~Ys 
of here being . pro-sex." she continued. diet and acupuncture to promote his own 
"But. s<i.(e sex in every sin&lc relationship. health. _Actively working at being well. 
··:···:-:····:·:z:·:·····:·:·:·····-··································:···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·····:·:·::·:····:······ ·::: ·:::. ·: .. ·: ·::::::.:···:···:.·.·.::: ..•.•.. : .......... .... 
I want t.o suggest there 1s hope. There are 
options/:_Phillip Dross~ a person with AIDS 
cverytimc. all the time, everybody, forever. 
And have fun ctoing it." she laughed. 
Stephens urged the gay and lesbian com-
munity tb reach out to IV drug users and 
other at-risk groups. asking participants to 
"move in your community to give people 
rights and accc~s to clean supplies of needles 
and access to detox programs it they choose 
them." She called it " unconscionable' .' that, 
, according to information shared at a health 
care conference in New York , "If every IV 
drug user lined up and said. 'I want detox.' 
only 1 in 12 would be allowed in a program 
per year. We cannot have a waiting line for 
a program that will save lives . " 
Stephen closed by advocating that people 
unite politically, socially and emotionally. 
"HTLV-lll is not an invitation to push us 
back in the closet. It is not an invitation to 
discriminate and harass us in housing , 
education. and employment, and it is not an 
invitation to restrict our mobility, our 
visibility , our lifestyle, our relationships. It 
is a chance for us all to invite each other and 
the rest of our community to grow stronger , 
more active. more visible , and more 
inclusive." 
A -~oving account of his own experience 
with AIDS was -shared by Phillip Dross. "I 
want to suggest there is hope. There arc op-
Dross asserted passionately, "I am not a , 
victim ." 
Dr. John Mazullo, an-openly gay physi-
cian at Tufts University and a member of 
the Boston AIDS Task Force, wrapped up 
the last panel. Mazullo relayed a lesson he 
learned from Ginny Apuzzo, the former Ex-
ecutive Director of the National Gay Task 
Force whom he affectionately called "the 
mother of us all." "Remember, they are not 
victims," referring to persons with AIDS . 
"They are patients sometimes. They arc 
people always," Mazullo stated. Sharing 
that it was also Apuzzo who urged him to 
come out as a gay physician several years 
ago. Mazullo urged gay men and lesbians 
to come out, educate people about AIDS, 
and be visible . 
Judging the conference "a tremendous 
success , " Concord attorney Elle'n Musin-
sky, Chair ofCAGLR's Education and Lob-
bying Committee, indicated that the group 
may introdl/CC AIDS-related legislation in-
to the next legislative session. Expressing 
a concern about the state encouraging peo-
ple to take the HTLV-III antibody testing, 
Musinsky said , "We may educate the gay 
community on not taking the test. We have 
to work with the state to clarify their 
position . " 
Transamerica Rally Against AIDS 
A transJAmeriea 'qicyc'lc rally to raise · 
funds for AIDS-800, the national AIDS hot-
line. and for home-town AIDS organizations 
. across tlfc country ·has been organized. 
AIDS-800 is a national toll-frce·hclp number 
accessible to everyone. and is a service of 
the Fund for Human Dignity. By holding 
bikc-a-thoris 'which integrate the national 
route, by giying benefits and receptions at 
city halls. hospitals. and gay establishments. 
and by vhrious media events. host cities 
.along the route will help to supplement the 
pledges gathered by the national bicyclists . 
Home-town events along the. rbutc will allow 
any local tax-exempt AIDS service to share 
directly in a·portion of funds raised. The na-
tional rally will be th'c largest grass-roots ex-
pression of concern about the spread of 
AIDS to date . 
Besides fundraising, one of the primary 
· goals is to .show strength and unity in 
response to the AIDS crisis by . "linking" 
the nation from coast to coast. From the start 
of the national route in New York City on 
May 26, the route _meanders to Chicago . 
· Omaha. Denver. and Salt Lake City. In the 
first week of August , after meeting major 
west coast contingents, all bicyclists will 
a·sscmblc north of San Francisco to ride in-
to the city together, coincidi~ with the start 
of GAY GAMES II. an international sport-
ing competition. 
The itinerary is scheduled so as to meet 
contingents that will join up with the 'route 
·at certain 'points. The e4rliest contingent is 
the New England route. On Tuesday, May 
13, the rally begins from the most easterly 
point of the entire national route: Bangor, 
Maine . Highlights of the Maine route will 
be a visit to the State Ho.use' in Augusta and 
a May 16, Friday noon departure-rally from 
Portland City Hall Plaza. From Portland. the 
weekend ride stops in Ogunquit, Port-
smouth , N .H., and Ipswich, Mass., before -
moving onto Boston. From Boston, the New 
England rally moves to Providence, Hart-
ford. New Haven, and then arrives Satur-
day, May 24 to a welcome in New Yorl< by 
the national bicyclists. 
Anyone interested can participate and peo-
ple with AIDS or AIDS related conditions 
will be encouraged to become involved if 
they arc able. Interested bicyclists will have 
the option of either riding the whole distance 
or portions of the routes, as well as a selec-
tion of terrain. Bicyclists will not be super-
vised with a • 'sag wagon'' and·accommada-
tions will be mostly camping. hostels, or 
sponsor's homes . 
The New England schedule is flexible 
enough to allow for any locally planned 
event where possible. There is always a need 
for additional local help, for bicyclists, ac-
commodations. and for general encourage-
ment. If you would like more detailed· in-
formation please write: 
_RALLY '86 . 
C/0 29 CUSTER,. A301 
JAMAICA PLAIN, MASS. 02130 
Adult Children of Alcoholics 
Judith .Lippa, MSW 
Licensed Clinical Social Worker 
Psychotherapy 
, Roberta S. Kuriloff BETSY HOOD, M. Phil. Individuals, Couples, Families 
MAILING ADDRESS: 
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW 
ORLAND, MAINE 
HCA 80, BOX 94A 
PENOBSCOT, ME 04476 
TELEPHONE: 
581-1788 
469-2063 
Registered Substance Abuse Counselor 
Suite 423 • 
142 High Street 
Portland, Maine 04101 (207)773· 1235 
Suite 423 
142 High Street 
Portland, ME 04101 773-1235 
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Voices in the Maelstrom: Dealing With 
AIDS in New York City and San 
Francisco 
continued from page 10 
here, and that 's only th·e tip of the iceberg, 
remember. Let's talk about hospitalized pa-
tients. We have a disaster on our hands in 
New York City. First, availability . Health 
care services are limited. Second, patients 
with AIDS require more care than non-
AIDS patients. In New York, it's estimated 
that a non-AIDS patient takes 2.3 hours of 
care per day ; an AIDS patient takes in ex-
cess of 8 hours of care per day. The average . 
non-AIDS patient stays in the hospital 8.9 
days, an AIDS patient in excess of25 days. 
Cost is roughly $1000 a day for AIDS pa~ 
tients when it is around $450 for non-AIDS 
patients. For all practical purposes, one 
AIDS patient equals two beds. When I ad-
mit a patient with AIDS I block two beds , 
not only because of isolation problems, but 
because of political facts of life: people and 
their families don't want to share a room 
with people who have AIDS. 
"And what about education? We have to 
educate the public just so hysteria goes 
away, and so they understand that needles 
and sex cause AIDS , and that's the bottom 
line. If you want to spend time and money 
· in schools, spend it in the junior and senior 
high schools. Those are the kids you have 
to educate because they are at that age when 
people begin to experiment with what: drugs 
and sex . You have to educate heterosexuals 
that there is not a significant heterosexual 
· problem out there , but keep it that way. 
Learn from what happened in the gay com-
munity five years ago. It can happen, so let's 
prevent it from happening. Female to male 
transmission of AIDS is rare, difficult, and 
ineffic_ient; but it can happen, and every case 
of AIDS you prevent is one we don't ha.ve 
·to treat. And we have to educate, of course, 
gay men and IV drug users, but not this 
generation so much. It's the younger genera-
tion we have to get at. h doesn't have to be 
their problem." 
The following remarks are by Sheriff 
.Michael Hennessey who runs a law enforce-
ment agency of about 480 people for the ci-
ty and county of San Francisco. His agency 
is largely responsible for security in court 
rooms, running the jails, and carrying out 
court orders. · 
SHERIFF HENNESSEY: 
" For professionals dealing with issues of 
law enforcement, AIDS cannot be avoided. 
Our everyday duties place us in contact with 
people who have AIDS or who may have 
AIDS without our knowing it. It is crucial 
to us, in order to carry out our oath of of-
The Lewiston Nightmare-
-Five Months Later 
. by P.S. Sutherland 
"I still can't believe I did this. I can't 
believe it went this far . I never, never 
thought I'd ever do it." The words of Bob 
GriJvel still express dismay over the events 
of the past year . Although the grand jury 
refused to indict Gravel following case 
testimony, the events on the night of 
November 1st still weigh heavily on his 
mind. 
"They chased me · to begin with, to the 
club. I made au-turn to get away from them 
and they nearly hit me.head on. They came 
to ' teach' me something about driving.'' The 
remainder of Ifie story stands clear in 
Gravel's memory, with the end result be-
ing. the death of a man who may have had 
little to do with the months of harassment 
preceding that night. 
" I came out of it four days later, throw-
ing up and having severe body pains. I cried 
every day for a week and a half." His doc-
:. tor explained the process as " adrenalin 
shock" which people often ·go through 
following extreme traumatic experiences . 
He received support from both his 
employer and the landlord of his apartment. 
Following a subsequent incident on January 
25th when an $800 screenhouse belonging 
to his elderly landlord was dt!stroyed , the 
landlord told Gravel , " whoever did this, 
God will punish them. " He has received no 
pressure to move from the apartment, and 
currently plans to remain in Lewiston. 
"If I run away , they ' re going to think it ' s 
a victory for them. ' ' Gravel r<!peatcdly ex-
pressed concern , hoping the events of the 
past year will work to decrease violence 
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· against ·gay and lesbian people in the 
Lewiston-Auburn area. "I've been told that 
the police are watching them. -'fhe victim's 
family has also been watching, as they hold 
these people responsible . 
Even though the· harassment has de-
creased, Gravel believes that all has not been 
put -to rest. In a town the size of Lewiston , 
it's ;.ilmost impossible to avoid the harassers . 
He is, however, trying to get his li fe back 
to normal. There are still those times when 
.· sleep is difficult, when he's up until 2:30 in 
the morning hearing sounds that raise suspi-
cion. 'Tm on guard all of the time . I jump 
up and go to the window if I hear a noise. ' ' 
He did note the development of a "keen 
sense of hearing" as a result of the past 
months. 
He's also received support from friends , 
from the community and from the Lewiston 
Police. Commenting about the poli~e, 
Gravel said, "There's a few that would help 
me out , they ' re really , really great. But there 
are others .. . . '' He reports that some of the 
police still think he "asked for" or "de-
served" the harassment. 
He still wonders about the events of the 
past months. ''Wh)' do these gay-bashers 
have to have an army to come after one per-
son?" And why did they choose Gravel? 
" What gave me the courage to cope with 
this was Charlie Howard's death. " Its been 
a difficult, stressful sequence of events, with 
over $3 ,000 in legal fees on top of that. But 
Gravel remains hopeful that the future will 
be brighter. And when asked how he feels 
toward the people who started this, he says, 
' Tm not vengeful , I just pray , 'God , get 
even for me."' 
• PLEASE NOTE: DIRECTOR ARTHUR BRESSAN, JR. Will 
: · ATIEND .THURSDAY'S TWO SCREENINGS TO DISCUSS HIS 
i FILM AND ~NSWER QUESTIONS 
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fice , to know as much as possible about this 
disease and know how to protect ourselves 
while carrying out our obligations. What is 
most important for people coming into con-
tact with AIDS '>'._ ictims is to become in-
formed and not fall prey to AIDS hysteria . 
"Obviously , San Francisco is an area of 
focus in the view of AIDS and how it af-
fects the community. We have a high 
percentage of gay individuals in our city, 
possibly I out of every 4 adult males are 
gay. The percentage of gays in our jails is 
somewhat less, but on _any particular day,-
10-15 % of my jail population are gay males ." 
Obviously with a gay population that high 
in the city you're going to have gay 
employees. In my department at least 10% 
of my officers are gay, and that's probably 
a low estimate. 
"In my department we've already had 
considerable first-hand experience with the 
reality of AIDS. In San Francisco at least 
I person dies every day from AIDS. Last 
month (October, 1985) 43 died. This year 
in San Francisco, in 1985 , we 've already 
had 380 deaths . In my own department, 
we've seen Death's hand. So far two inmates 
have died of AIDS in our custody; and so 
have three deputy sheriffs, two in 1984 and 
one this year. We've had two dozen inmates 
with AIDS this year .'' 
' ' In San Francisco, .about 20 deputy 
sheriffs signed a petition demanding a 
danger free work environment, free from 
possible contamination from fellow 
employees suspected of having AIDS . Last 
month, in Alabama, prison officials aban-
doned a century-old practice of using in-
mates on road crews because there was a · 
fear that inmates might contaminate the 
general public with AIDS. In Seattle and in 
San Francisco, it was reported that there was 
a list of AIDS patients that was unofficially 
disseminated to police officers ,, apparently 
so that they could protect themselves from 
particular AIDS patients. • 
"In our department, the first thing we did 
was educate our senior staff people, our 
supervisors. We had doctors come to staff 
meetings to ·answer questions and 
disseminate lit~rature. We find that the top 
sets the tone in a paramilitary of highly 
structured organization, so it's important to 
start training at the top so they can answer 
questions from those below them. 
" Before each shift we have a muster and 
there we 've talked about AIDS . We passed 
out written information and left it laying 
around common areas. We used the depart-
ment new!iletter, and we used videotapes 
made by the San -Francisco AIDS 
Foundation. 
" It's important to appeal to the higher 
professional standards of your employees. 
Most people take their jobs seriously and 
when they are reminded that this danger is 
an inherent part of the profession, they'll 
respond in a mature fashion. And it's very 
important to directly address the issue of 
homophobia, and to address it head on. Let's 
face it , for some people this crisis may be 
the first time they've had feelings that the 
gay lifestyle may be a threat to their personal 
safety. AIDS is caused by a virus , not a 
lifestyle; it will be cured by medical science, 
not by management, avoidance , or 
aspersion." 
" It is important to establish policies regar-
ding employees and their work environment: 
In our city , we've developed a city and 
' county policy on the issue of whether or not 
a person with AIDS can continue to be 
employed ~nd on whether or not a fellow 
employee can refuse to work with a person 
with AIDS. However, the preponderance-of 
current medical opinion indicates that per-
sons with AIDS do not present risk factors 
in the normal course of their employment, 
environment, or work activities . Therefore , 
refusal by a co-worker to work with a per-
son with AIDS can be considered insubor-
dination and will be subject to due process. 
"Regarding CPR, peace officers have a 
duty to provide emergency medical care to 
inmates, including CPR. Willful failure to 
do so could result in civil liabilities, possi-
ble criminal prosecution, or dismissal. 
Finally, in the area of policy setting, San' 
Francisco passed an ordinace prohibiting 
discrimination against people with AIDS ex-
tending to housing, employment, public 
facilities , education opportunities, and other 
areas. 
"In our situation we.obviously deal with 
inmates. We have found that there 's le~s 
hysteria among inmates than among staff. 
In general we classify our house gays 
together, generally for their own protection, 
and we find that they are better educated on 
this issue than the staff. In general, they are 
more familiar with gay issues, and are more 
sympathetic to people in trouble, and are 
probably a little more accustomed to danger 
in their lives. 
"You will see ail occasional odd situation. 
We had a fellow come in, one of the first 
people to say that they had AIDS. He told 
the medical supervisor on the midnight shift 
that he had AIDS. This was one of our first 
dealings with it, so the staff moved him in-
J o a separation area, a single cell. When I 
came to work the next day, I called our 
medical director and asked him if we had 
d~me the right thing, were we responsive 
enough? He said we probably did the right 
thing, except it turns out the fellow did not 
have AIDS. He told the medical staff that 
he had AIDS so that no one would lay a hand 
on him, so he wouldn't get beat up or 
anything. 
"As I mentioned earlier; about · 20 
deputies demanded a work environment safe 
from AIDS . About a month later a second 
petition was circulated and I want to read 
one paragraph: 
'As members of the SF Sheriffs Depart-
ment, we the undersigned, would like to 
be known that not all officers are as sim-
ple minded as those who saw fit to sign 
the petition demanding a safe work en-
vironment. In as much as we are required 
to deal with murderers , rapists, pro-
stitutes, IV drug users, people With 
various sundry infectious diseases and 
conditions on a daily basis, we feel that 
it's rather presumptuous to demand a safe 
working environment. ' 
Our education efforts appeared to have 
wo_rked out. 
"In the final analysis, it boils down to 
this: as public protection officers, as public 
servants; we have a professional respon-
sibility to separate our emotional responses 
from our professional duties . '' 
AIDS-Line 775-1267 
Robert, hospitalized with AIDS and dying, is talk?tive, P?litical, 
romantic, even spirited and feisty, connected to hfe by his sheer 
zest for living. Davi~, the 'buddy' as~igned by the Gay Center 
to help c.1re for him in his dying, h.1s neither the dise?se nor 
an .'l rticul.1ted political identity. He has volunteered, feeling that 
he ought to get involved. He cannot know how deep that in· 
volvernent will "become, how profoundly his life will cha~ge. 
We see him first appearing in his buddy's room wearing surgical 
mask and gown, fearful, dist.1nt, and protected. Eventually he 
will cradle Robert in his arms. It is a story, of course, about ifs 
subject; but like most good drama, it transcends its subject, too, 
and it is about all friendship and all love and all cour.1ge and 
all dying. That is what is so moving about 'Buddies': we cannot 
distance it. RT 81 
pft,a,e note: director A rlhur Brcs., .m. Jr. w ill .m end Thursda y's 
two screenings 10 r/i~c ms hi.1 (i/m .ind ,1nswer questions . Admis-
s ion Thurs da y only will tx., $ -1 . 
"Choosing Children", produced and 
directed by Debra Chasnoff and Kim 
Klausner, is an award-winning film about 
lesbians becoming parents. It challenges 
our sodety's ideas about "family" and 
provides an intimate look at the issues 
faced by women who become parents 
after coming out as lesbians. Showing: 
Saturday, April 5, 7 p.m., Unitarian 
Church, 126 Union St., Bangor, dona-
tion $2.50. 
- -On April 19th. at the Univcr:;it/ of 
S11uthcrn Maine. there will he a ;nccting llf 
gay/?c:,J.,ian n .. :prL':,cntati vc:, frnn1 :,cho,ll : .. in 
Vermont, New Hampshire, and Maine. This 
is a preliminary meeting to discuss the 
possibility of formulating an annual tri-state 
h::,hian/gay : .. tudcill unina l'l.lafcn:ncc. F,,r 
m,,re inf11 .. c,,ntact GLA -- 92 Beuf11rd St.. 
P11n land 041 OJ . 780--4085. 
.. -
An all-day AIDS Symposium will be 
held at the University of Maine at 
Orono Hilltop Conference Center on 
Friday, April 25. Presenters will be: 
Kristen Kreamer, M.S.N., of Commu-
nity Health Services in Portland; Steve 
Wrobleski, M .Div., Statewide· AIDS 
Coordinatorofthe Public Health Depart-
ment of Massachusetts; Virginia Leh-
man, M.S.W., of Bellevue Hospital 
Center in New York; Noreen Russell, 
M.S .W ., of Gay Men's Health Crisis, 
NYC; Gary Anderson of The AIDS 
Project in Portland; and Ruth Lockhart 
of the Bangor STD Clinic. The program 
is open to the public. Fees are $45 
(includes lunch) for non-UMO partici-
pants; $25 (includes lunch) for UMO 
faculty and staff: and $5 (no lunch) for 
students. For more information call 
Conferences ano Institutes Division, 
UMO, 207-581-4092. 
+ I .t 
Hey Out There! 
Arc you intcrcstcu in going to Symposium 
Xlll in Presque Isle this May. hut don't have 
the transportati11n'? Well. GLA is consider-
ing scnuing a van m hus up. anu we want 
111 know what you think . Ir there is enough 
intcrc:,t. and we think we can ·afford it. it 
:,lwuld he a g11od time . Sil give u:, a call. llr 
write u:, . GLA. 92 Bcdrord St.. Pllrtland. 
Mc. 04103. 7 80--4085 . 
.. 
--
Restaurant 
On May 25 Cern;·;tl M;1i,1..: He;tlth Foun -· 
datiPil :: .. ha\·in~ a \ ·a riL"l ·, :,hP\V :und :-;,i : .. L' i". 
T:1i:, M,11he,··:, Da:, :,pL·~·i.il -.1·ill he held al 
Sp<':"t:-; n;tn · :, . 2 R t1 L·:, St. i ,1 LL·-.1·i:,l11n. 
H M 
On Saturd;1:, . .Ju ne 21. the re -.,·ill he a :lea 
;nark~! 111 ',enel.it the Cent;·;i; Maine Health 
F,>Undatilln in Lewi:,1,1;1. :\n:,,me wi :;hing to 
rent :,pace ma:, d11 :,o h:, calLng Phil Elli:; 
;11 784--504 7 , •r R, •land Bl.t i:, al 784-2251 . 
Donation:, ar~ al :'lo grateful!~,· acccpt~J . 
- . -17ie Bangor Unitarian Church at Main 
and Unilln Street:, i:, :,pon :,llring a 
""gay/:'ltraight coffcchou:,..:·· at the church on 
the !"ir:,1 and third Friday 11r·_c\'cry lllllnth. 
Special prngram:, will he planncu for each 
L'-.·L·;1ing . The coffeeh11u:,e -.\°ill he open fn 1111 
7 111 11 pm -.vith ;1,1 admi:,:,i11;1 charge . 
- ., 
The I n:,t_itute f, ,r N11;wi, •lcm:e Euucat illn. 
Re:,eareh and Tr;1inint_! CINVERT) ha:; 
· puhli:,hed ;1 !1ycr fating work:,hllp:, availahl·~ 
in MainL' f11r J-caq1ing u,ncept:, and :,kill :; lo 
,,;·crcl>illC v ioh:ncc iil l~Ur pcr:'lonal live: .. in 
the Wllrlu . A:,k fllr a rnpy at )'llUr local altcr-
nat ivc hook:;torc. follu co-llp. etc. or write 
INVERT. P .O. Box 110. Stillwater. Mc. 
04489. In the Brun:;wick area c11ntad: Sheila 
Garrett. Bo\ 143. S. Harp:;wcll. ME 04079. 
833-6314. 
- -A Gay Men \ , Support A:,:,ociat ion has 
heen organizcu in the Mt. Wa:;hington 
Valley and i:, now looking for member:,. 
The A:,:,11ciatilln ':, gllal i:, to hring tllgethcr 
. area Gay men with program:; and activitic:; 
in health . cducatilln. :;llcial. cultural. sup-
port and ad v11cacy . 
At prc:;cnt the dosc:,t :;upport groups arc 
loeatcu in P11rtlanu. Maine anu Concoru. 
NH. The group will he· whatever · its 
membe r:, wish it to he and an invitation is 
• C\tcndcu to all Gay men who arc interested 
in finding out more ah,iut it to write to 
G .M.S .A . . P .O . Box 3011. NO. CON-
WAY. NH .. 03860-3011 . All names an<l ad-
drc:;:;c:; will he kept in the strictest 
rnnfiucncc. 
h M 
Gay/Lc:;hian Alliance oftbc University llf 
So . Maine ha:, peer c11unsclling availahlc to 
hnth :;tudcnt:, and non-:;tudcnt:;. For murc in-
fll., ur an appllintmcnt. call GLA -
780-4085 . 
--
w· 
at the Performing Arts Center 
27 Forest A..enue 
772-0453 • Reservations Suggested 
.-
Annual GAY PRIDE 
MASQUERADE BALL 
The Multipurpose Center in Lewiston 
will be the site April 12 of the Third 
Annual Gay Pride Masquerade Ball spon-
sored by the Sportsmans Club. 
Tickets, $3 each and two for $5, are 
available at Papa Joe's, Woodfords Cafe, 
The Underground, .Cycles, Entre Nous, 
and Sportsmans Club, or by writing: 
· With the theme "Unity," the event will 
feature dancing to a live D.J., an open 
bar, variety show, prizes for best cos-
tumes, raffles, and recognition awards 
honoring contributions to gay and les-
bian rights in Maine. All profi~ are ear-
marked for AIDS-related efforts in the 
state. 
Third Annual Masquerade Ball, Sports-
mans Club; P .O. Box 161, Sabbatus, 
Maine 04280. Reservations required. Cos-
tumes optional. The Multipurpose Cen-
ter is located at 145 Birch St. in Lewiston. 
For further information, call 784-2251 
between 8 p.m. and midnight. -
u 
3rd -Annual 
GAY PRIDE 
MASQUERADE 
-BALL 
April 12, 1986 
LEWISTON MUL Tl.PURPOSE CENTER 
145 Birch Street 
Lewiston, Maine 04240 
TICKETS - $3.00 or 2 for $5.00 • 
(All tickets must be bought in advance.) 
1>,11>,1 jt,c's 
80 water street 
augusta, n1ainc 
'-- . 
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.Qr g aniz a ti on s~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~ 
, . } · It's March and this year's annual statewide gathering is less than two months away. SCHEDULE I{ 
:::: The women and men of Northern Lambda Nord. organizers of the Maine Lesbian and :=::: I { Gaymen's Symposium XIII. arc now accepting rcgi';;trations and housing reservations Friday , May 23 . . ...... 6pm - Registration begins { I :::: for this year's state conference. Symposium XIII will be held on the Presque Isle cam- Spm-midnight - Piano lounge f 
[ 
{ pus of the University of Maine over the Memorial Day wcc.kcnd. Friday through Mon- Saturday , May 24 . . ... . Sam - Registration continues } 
{ day, May 23-26. 1986. · 9am - Opening plenary session { 
· ·:·: I Oam - Panel disc1.lssion ·:·: 
I f REGISTRATION noon - Lunch break @ 
1
1 1.I.1 .6·.
1
3-
5
0pp
1
11
11
1 --. WD'1°nrn\' •. h-Tophsc· at•'r m 
.
. The cost for registration is $1.5 (111or1: if you can aff11rd ill. Students ' and Scni11r:,· ~ ~ .. 
)( fee is $10. Low in\.·11111e people may wi:,h "' :,ign up :i,r the "wiirk e\changc:· pnigram 9pm - Dance · :J 
~- iii: (d;tt~~~~~~\::1J ~l~11~~n~e~::•;::::~11~' .1~~ ~::~-i~~1:~::;~~ and panel dis1:u:,:,i'l1n:, * Film:,* Pian11 Sunday, May 25····9i3~~: :c::·:;;ous gathering Ill 
J lounge* Di~ner-Theatr; * Sunday Brunch* Play presentations* Admission to both Satu~- IOam - Brunch } 
~:: day and Sunday evening dances . . 12:30pm - Panel discussion } 
:::: 3-5pm - Workshops :::: J WORK EXCHANGE 5pm. - Supper break ) 
:::: 7pm - Play pre~entations ::: 
} A limited number of positions arc available for those who want to work in exchange 9pm - Dance ff 
I { for the registration fee. Work exchange positions will include such tasks as serving cof- Monday, May 26 ...... . 9am - Coffee J - :!:( fee during Dinner-Theatre. set-up/clean-up at vai'ious times. security patrols. and other IOam - Closing plenary session f 
{ needs during the weekend. · · } J ~OUSING TOUR OF THE TOP OF MAINE . I 
:::: For many people. attending Symposium XIII will be their first time to northern Maine. f 
( Symposium XIII organizers have arranged fpr use of an entire dormitory on the UMPI But Presque Isle is just part of the way north. How about going all the way!? We're } 
t campus. The cost for housi~g is $7 per night per person . double occupancy. This cost going to give you ,that chance - the chance to go to thc1 very top of Maine. We've J 
-;{ may be decreased pending the success of our ''Buy the Dorm·· campaign . (We 're still scheduled a guided tour on Monday following the clp;-;ing plenary session . We will leave f 
J accepting donations t~1 help lower the cost and. hopefuHy. provide free housing for all. Presque Isle and travel north through Caribou. Van Buren . Madawaska (Maine's north- t 
j:j: Donations are payable to " NLN/Buy the Dorm Fund".) Rooms include your linen . ernmost town). Fort Kent . New Sweden. back to Caribou. and then Presque Isle . If you f 
· { blanket, pillow. and towels . B~causc the cost may be less than $7 per night. you won't think you'd be interested in this oncc-·in-a-lifctimc opportunity. please check the ap- { 
I f be asked to pay ' for housing until you arrive at Symposium. Inforr:nation about area propriatc box on the registration form. (We're determining the amount of interest so f 
1
· ~ { hotel/motel accommodations and campgrounds is available. (Check the appropriate box we know the type of vehicle we'll need .) There may be a minimal charge for this trip . f 
I 
I 
I 
I 
{ on the registration form.) · Details will be available at the opening plenary session. ::: 
I s;:: c::0:;11 be avanable at no extca chacge. Jod;cate needs on the ,eg;stcation ::~RDA Y EVENING: Chineso·stylc d;nne, - Soup. ,t;, fry chicken. ,t;, fry I! 
· f form. - vegetables. rice. Lo Mein noodles. dessert. beverages t 
} WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBILITY on the Presque Isle Campus is limited in s.omc areas. SUNDAY MORNING: Brunch - Scrambled eggs. muffins. Aroostook home fries . :;:; 
:::~ Arrangements are being made to accommodate the physically challenged with as little bacon sausage juices beverages - :;:: 
. I=~~~r~~c~i~';';~tk~Na IMPAIRED PERSONS will be provide'<! throughout the ARTI~TSmISPLAY/~ALES- - I 
{ PANEL DISCUSSIONS/WORKSHOPS Symposium XIII has allowed for display space for any artists who wish to display and/or :!:\ 
:::: sell their works. either two- or three-dimensional pieces . There is also room in the dor- :;:: f The w~ekend s~.m~osium ~ill feature tw_o major yanel di°s~ussions. The subject of ~itory's. lobby/lounge area for organizations to set up dispbys about their groups and { 
(: Sat~rday s panel. D_ialoguc. the theme ot th~ contcren~e. ~viii feature_ speakers from tor any interested business.es to sell their wares . If you'd like to reserve a space. send ( 
:;:;- Mame. New Brunswick. and Quebec. Sunday s panel will focus on AIDS . a note to "Symposium XIII/Displays"' . ;:;: 
:;:; We hope to offer a wide variety of workshops. To date. these arc the topics we plan ( 
} to include: * Relationships * Teachers * the Military * Sexuality and Spirituality * Parent- DEADLINES: ( 
i ing * Ageing * Newsletters * The Media * AIDS/Health issues * Substance abuse * ;:;: 
f Self-defense * Bi-sexuality * Coming out/being out * Rural issues * Violence * Com- Housing - Requests received by April 20 will be charged the $7 per night (or lower) ( 
. f puter networking * S&M * Politics* Legal issues . WE STILL NEED FACILITATORS rate . Housing requests -received after April 20 will be charged $10 per nighL ( 
"' } FOR SOME OF THESE WORKSHOPS. If you can help . . please get in touch with us Work Exchange - Requests must be received by April 20. ::): 
r today . WE'D LIKE TO OFFER MORE AND DIFFERENT WORKSHOPS! If you have Registration - Your fee should be included with the registration form which appears} 
:::: ideas. write to us! · · - below. Additional forms are available from Symposium XIII. P.O . Box 990. Caribou. :::: 
::: Maine 04736. . t 
@n~ f 
Ill: A selection of gay/lesbian-interest films will be shown several times throughout the See you in May! !III 
:;:; weekend. :::: 
1 - . f 
•..... ~ .. ; .... ~·························~·····~·····~·········~············~······························~···············~··· 
PRE-REGISTRATION FORM * SYMPOSIUM XIII 
* May 23-26, 1986· 
University of Maine at Presque Isle 
Hosted by Northern Lambda Nord 
NAME -------------------------------- Male-Female _______ _ 
THE MAINE 
LESBIAN AND GAYMEN'S 
SYMp·os1 UM XII I MAILING ADDRESS-------------------------- TELEPHONE -------
TOWN-STATE-ZIP-------------------------------------~ 
Housing Requests received ·by April 20, 1986 
will be $7 ( or less) per night per person, double 
occupancy; Requests received after April 20 will be 
• $10 per night per person, dou!>le occupancy. 
PAY FOR HOUSING WHEN YOli ARRIVE 
I WILL. NEED HOUSING: 
0Friday night Osaturday night Osunday night 
Osmoking 0Non-smoking 
Special Needs 
Owheelchair accessibility 
Osi_gning for hearing impaired 
· Osight assistance 
Oother -----------
Registration Fee 1tic1udes a11 workshops, panels, 
plenary sessions, films, dances, Dinner-Theatre 
Brunch, play presentations 
0Registration fee $15.00 (more if you can) 
Ostudents or Seniors $10.00 
01 request Work Exchange in lieu of the 
Child Care registration fee (Requests must be 
Number of children received by April 1, 1986) 
Ages of children AMOUNT ENCLOSED-------
I will share a room with (name) OFriday Osaturday Osunday OMonday Make checks payable to NLN-SYMPOSIUM XII) 
Osend hotel-motel information M D , MAIL FORM AND PAYMENT TO: 
Osend campground information onday Tour YES, I m interested in taking a tour to SYMPOSIUM XIII. POB 990 
· . the Top of Maine (small extra charge, payable at Symposium) CARIBOU· MAINE· 04738~0990 
~-····················································································~······································ 
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Women Against Censorship 
by Barbara Leclerc 
WOMEN AGAIN~:T CENSORSHIP, Ed. 
by Varda Burstyn. Vancouver and 
Toronto: Douglas & Mcintyre Ltd., 1985, 
208pp., $8.95 paper. 
Feminists. lesbians and gay men. and 
11thcr sexual minorities will ultimately have 
the most to lose frnm fcmini!->t -inspircd 
legislation against pmn1Jgraphy . Such is the 
urgent pica of Women Against Censorship, 
a polemical anthology generated by a group 
,>f mainly Canadian feminist writers. a11ists. 
attorneys and academics . 
The book is a rc»ponsc to the "Min-
neapolis Ordinance" drawn up by radical 
feminists Andrea Dworkin and Catherine 
MacKinnon . This law, which passed in 
1983 , employs a different approach from 
traditional obscenity legislation . Where.as 
the traditional obscenity definition uses sex-
ual explicitness as the sole criterion. the 
Minneapolis law defines pornography as the 
"sexually explicit subordination of women. 
graphically depicted." In addition. tradi -
tional obscenity laws arc criminal laws while 
one reads Anna Gronau tell ·of her ex-
perience on the receiving end of state cen-
sorship in " Women and Images : Toward a 
Feminist Analysis of Censorship." As pro-
grammer for The Funnel. a Toronto theater 
for experimental tilms. she and others in the 
a·rtist-run organization endured significant 
emotional and financ ial stra in under On-
tario's censorship laws. At one point The 
Funnel nearly went out of business because 
of attorney\ fees and other expenses in-
curred from complying with the laws . 
This and several other examples cited in 
the book indicate that right-wing repression 
i» something fcmini»ts should seriously con-
sider when thinking about using the legal 
system to respond to pornography . 
Moreover, as Varda Burstyn suggests , 
feminist material " is inevitably judged 
doubly evil within the patriarchal scheme of 
things" - an observation .vhich implies that 
pornography laws could actually reduce the 
effectiveness of some nonlegal routes of 
feminist social change (e.g. pro-woman . 
feminist sexual material). 
Another justifiable argument against 
feminist pornography legislation presented 
" ... right-wing repression is something feminists 
should seriously consider ·when thinking about using 
the legal srstem to respond to pornography.'' 
"Dworkin-MacKinnon" is a civil law - a 
d rffcrcncc which. its supporters arc quick 
l\l point out. precludes it from being called 
censorship. 
Regardless of what one calls thi" novel 
piece of legislation, all contributors to 
Women Against Censorship strongly oppose 
it for reasons that I consider valid. The cen-
tral objection raised by most of the writers 
· is well paraphrased in the essay · 'Por-
nography: Image and Reality" by Sarah 
Diamond : 
Feminist support for state censorship 
will lead us at a dead run into a dead-
end. We will find the exit blocked by 
highly organized conservative govem-
ments and male-dominated couns arul 
police and the sexual freedom and 
control we require will be_lost. 
The feeling that_ thi» concern may be 
premature. · abstract or hy»tc rical fade» as 
by June Callwood in "Feminist Debates and 
Civil Liberties" is that feminists do not 
agree on which sexual material is objec-
tionable . After pondering this argument. a 
lesbian-feminist book came to mind which 
raised considerable controversy within the 
feminist community - Coming To Power, 
an anthology about lesbian SM. Many 
feminists concluded that this book was about 
sexual violence and immediately lumped it 
in with the stuff found at porn shops. Quite 
frankly . I too experience emotional aversion 
t\l the uses of power described in this book. 
H11wever. I believe Coming To Power is 
fundamentall y different from the material 
commonly found in porn shops . It. unlike 
most product» spewed from the pornugraphy 
industry. was not c reated simply to make 
money . When a magazine or bo1>k is created 
primarily to make a profit the content is 
largel.y dctcnnincd by how wel l it sell». This 
situation leaves less room for respons ible 
decisions regarding that content. As a result. 
the pornography indust(y continues to pro-
duce material which most feminists find ob-
jectionable simply because it sells. But the 
expression of desire in Coming To Po wer 
is real and'cannot rightfully be dismissed as 
it comes from people 's hearts , not their 
pocketbooks . I think it 's essential that 
femini sts consider the context in which !->CX-
ual materials is made when deciding what 
is objectionable. One g laring limitation of 
both traditional obscenity laws·and the Min-
neapolis ordinance is their preoccupation 
with -content to the exclusion of context. 
Contributor Lisa Steele presents a convin -
cing and~unique objection to po rnography 
legislation in her brilliant essay ."A Capital 
Idea: Gendering in the Mass Media . '' She 
argues that when feminists focus attention 
on obviously sexist pornographic images . 
they beg in to tacitly judge more banal sex-
ist images as less worthy of attention . 
Least convincing was an argument put 
forth in two essays which interestingly were 
authored exclusively by the U.S. feminists. 
Both essays, one by Ann Snitow, and the 
o ther by Lisa Duggan. Nan Hunter and 
Carole S . Yance. suggest that po rnography 
!louts traditional sexual mores and therefore 
'has something posi tive to offer women. I 
disagree . The pornography industry is , in 
two elemental ways, an obedient child ot:"our 
sexually repressive, patriarchal cultu.rc . 
First, the industry functions to extend the 
invisibility of female desire that this culture 
demands. Almost universally it is male sex-
ual release which marks the ending of a por-
nographic scenario . Additionally , sexual 
practices which physically pleasure men 
abound while scenes of men orally or 
n'lanually stimulating women to orgasms arc 
relatively rare . Secondly , the porn industry 
happily agrees to situate itself at the margins 
of society which is very much in keeping 
with the repressive notion that sexuality re-
"I believe Coming To Power is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the material commonly found in porn 
shops." - I 
However. sexist representations of women 
arc not a matter of deg ree . It's a mistake to 
view television commercials that portray 
women as ~tupid as less harmful than 
misogynist po rn-like images because both 
arc " deeply embedded in the entire symbolic 
code of our culture." Both have the same 
source and should be deemed equally 
undesirable by feminists. · 
Echoed in virtually all of the essays was 
an argument that went something like this : 
leg islation won't eliminate pornography 
because pornography is just a symptom (of 
women's oppression) and not the problem . 
Although I agree that laws won ' t eliminate 
pornography . (as laws won't eliminate 
rape) . this argument doesn't ring true to me 
because it implies that symptoms . by defini-
tion. can't also be problems. Rape. for ex-
ample. can quite accurately be viewed as a 
main outside the public sphere . It doesn 't at-
tempt to foist itself on the mainstream of 
society because the resultant legal hassles. 
would prove unprofitable . The pornography 
industry will be ineffective in initiating fun-
damental changes of traditional sexual mores 
because its clandestine , marginalized status 
prevents it from seriously participating in the 
public discourse on sexuality . As Sarah Dia-
mond points out, "Many women would like 
to sec their sexuality not as a separate part 
of their lives, but as an empowering aspect 
of who they are as individuals and j n rela~ 
tion to others." and we do this "by fram-
.ing sex within the context of other activities , 
rather than elevating it to a romanticized or 
lowering it to a 'dirty' event." 
Despite minor weaknesses, Women 
Against Censorship is dcfinit~ly on the right -
track . Predictably, it offers no easy answers . 
''The pornography industry is, in two elemental 
ways, an-obedient child of our sexually repressive 
patriarchal culture.'' 
sy mptom but this certainly doesn ' t preclude 
it from being viewed as a problem. The 
symptom vs . problem notion is a misleading 
analogy which amounts to nothing but an 
unspoken value judgment about the relative 
importance of the problems which comprise 
the oppression of women. I want to take Lisa 
Steele's insight one step f~rther by positing 
that since all misogynist images (porn, t. v. 
ads, etc.) and actions (rape, etc.) come from 
the same source, images should not be 
v iewcd as less worthy of a feminist response 
than actions .. 
As an alternative to using the legal system 
to confront pornography Varda Burstyn sug-
gests we continue -to work hard on issues of 
economic independence for w.omen ,-
reproduetive rights , and sexual rights for 
youth and children since these structural 
changes arc necessary if the porn industry 
is to be weakened . Moreover, feminists · 
must begin to challenge the hegemony the 
porn industry has over sexual expression by 
providing an alternative sexual vision which 
affirms women . 
OUR ·BOOKS 
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an altematNe bookstore 
Now In Stock: 
Now That Xou Know 
Sister Age 
As Is 
OUR BOOKS • 4 Pine St. • Portland 
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PHOTOCRAPH BY IRENE YOUNC 
Romanovsky and Phillips 
at Bowdoin 
Romanovsky and Phillips, a gay singing duo from San Francisco~ will bring their "out-
of-the-closet music" to Maine in April. They will appear on Monday. April 7 at Bow-
doin College in the basement pub of Moulton Union. The time is tentatively set for 9 
pm (please call the Bowdoin information desk for confirmation). The event is free and 
open to all. It is sponsored by the Bowdoin Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance. 
Ron Romanovsky and Paul Phillips, who are lovers as well as singing partners, began 
their careers together in 1982. They became regulars at the Gay Comedy Night of the 
Valencia Rose.Cafe in San Francisco. Without aspiring to be a comedy team. they soon 
developed a following for their witty and insightful songs about the joys and absurdities 
of being gay. They were soon performing full concerts of their own material and have 
appeared throughout the country. They have released one album called .. I Thought You'd 
Be Taller!" 
Romanovsky and Phillips, who have appeared in Portland previously . have been de-
scribed as ."a little crazy. a little campy. and a lot talented." They sing about their lives 
(and oursY openly, honestly. and with humor. Don't miss them. 
Film Series at -Colby College 
A series of gay and lesbian films at Colb.y College in Waterville which began in March 
will continue through May 4. The series is entitled "One in Ten: Gay Men and Lesbians 
in America" and is sponsored by several groups at the college including the Dean of 
Students Office, Health Advisory Board , and Women's Studies . 
On Sunday, April 13, "Before Stonewall" will be shown at 3 and 7 pm in Lovejoy 
Hall , room I 00. It is a documentary on the emergence of the lesbian and gay community 
prior to the 1969 "Stonewall Revolutillll ." 
On Fri<lay. Apr:I 25 at 9:30 an<l Satur<lay. April 26 al 7 pm. " Lianna ... a <lrama ex-
amining 1,ne woman's expcricmx as a ncwly-affi rme<l leshian. will he ~hown. Both ~hlJW-
mgs arc in room I 05 of Keyes Hall . 
"The Times of Harvey Milk," an Academy Award-winning documentary of the San 
Francisco Supervisor who was murdered by Dan White , will be shown on Sunday, April 
27 at 3 and 7 pm in room I 00 Lovejoy. 
The film series concludes on Sunday May 4 with the showing of "Buddies" at 3 and 
7 pm in Lovejoy 100. "Buddies" is a drama portraying the relationship of a man with 
AIDS and the "buddy" assigned to him by an AIDS support group. · 
WOMEN'S 
.BAR 
~N ' OWNE:O. OPERP.1'l!O • $'TA .... et> 
_ Q I ~ "INOMaN 
, OfSwe CAreR TO wor-1er, 
9UT· WSL.CQtoe AU., 
117 SPRING s~el!!t T 
PORTI-ANO 
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Kate Clinton Returns 
Kate Clinton, star performer of last year's 
Symposium at USM . will make a return 
engagement to Portland on Saturday . April 
19. Kate will bring her unc-woman show to 
the First Parish Unitarian Univcrsalist 
Church as a benefit for Maine N.O.W . PAC 
and the Fred Bergcr,for Council Committee. 
Kate C:::linton is a feminist humorist who 
uses her own experiences as a former 
teacher. " recovering Catholic" and grown-
up dyke to make us laugh at life's absur-
dities. We understand. for example, about 
the lcst;,ian who forgets to "de-dyke" the 
apartment before a visit from the parents : 
"So you're talking to your lover's mother 
in the kitchen and you sec behind her on the 
fridge the sticker that says. 'I Like Older 
Women.'" 
Kate's routines tear into all the taboos with 
jokes about born-again lesbians. breast 
cancer, tampons and menstruation. as well 
as current political events . If the Symposium 
concert is typical. men will find Kate just 
as hilarious as women do. ' 
Kate has performed throughout the coun-
try and has produced three albums, the latest • 
of which is "Kate Clinton: Live at The Great 
American Music Hall." Her albums and 
cassettes will be available for sale at the 
concert . 
Half of the proceeds from the concert will 
benefit the Maine NOW political action 
committee. Maine NOW PAC endorses and 
contributes money to candidates in Maine 
who arc supportive of femi~ist and gay and 
. lesbian issues . Maine NOW PAC surveys 
all candidates and publishes details about 
their positions . 
Also receiving a portion o( the concert's 
proceeds will be the Fred Berger for Coun-
cil Committee . Fred is a.gay man who has 
long been involved with gay and lesbian 
issues . The money will be used to publicize 
his campaign for the District 3 seat on the 
Portland City Council in the M_ay 6 election. 
The Kate Clinton concert will begin at 
8 :popm on Saturday. April 19 at the First 
Parish Chur~h at 425 Congress St. in 
Portland. (The church is handicapped ac-
cessible.) A reception with Kate will follow 
the concert. Tickets arc $8 in advance and 
$10 atthc door. They will be 'sold in advance 
at Our Books and Wise Woman Books in 
Portland and New Leaf Books in Rockland 
or can be ordered by mail from Maine NOW 
at P .O. Box 4012. Station A , Portland 
04101. 
I*********************** 
The thirty piece Lesbian and Gay Freedom Trail Band of Greater Boston 
will present a lively evening of Broadway showtunes, swing era, marches, and 
classics in a concert to benefit the Maine Health Fomidation on Sunday, April 
13, from 3 to 5 pm at the First Parish Unitarian Church, 425 Congress St., 
Portland. Tickets, available at the door or at local gay businesses, are $5. 
********************************* 
* * ..._ Moine NOW Polltlcol Action Commlllae Jt-
...- and 
Jt- Fl8d Berger for Portland City Council Jt-
Jt- ~ * 
* * 
* * ::i, Kate Clinton : 
*A * 
,t. feminist humor .. . sharp ... outrageously irreverent ,t. . 
'* * 
* * ! Saturday, April 19 ! 
,t. 8:00PM ,t. 
* Reception Followtng * ! First Parish Unitarian Church ! 
...- 425 Congress Sheet, Polttond 
,t. Wheelchair Accesslble Jt-
,t. . ncuts: $1.00 In advance · $10.00 at the door : 
: Tlckell O'«Jiloble by moll, che<:lcl mode payable to Jt-Jt- NON, P.O. BOX 4012. PORllANO. ME 04101 , or call 77~. Jt-
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * \. 
Macho and Friendly 
by Bull O'Nee 
In the last episode Officer Macho pur-
chased ' 'the largest dildo in Portland, '' an 
" obscene device" under the provisions of 
the Portland obscene ordinance. Today the 
dildo is on trial ... 
" Here comes-the judge. All r-i-i-s-e!" 
The judge enters slowly . He wears a long 
gray powdered wig and black robes . He is 
blindfolded. As he gropes for his seat on the 
bench he encounters the three-foot dildo 
standing in front of him. "What the_?" 
It's a·dildo , sir," the bailiff whispers. 
'Oh. of course . I should have known ," ' 
Judge Solomon replies . regaining his com-
posure. ' 'The case of the City of Portland 
versus the Sixth Deal Bookstore shall come 
toorder. I call D.V. Lourid, prosecutor for 
the city . to the stand." 
"Sir, I intend to prove that this dildo is 
obscene.under the provisions of the law. For 
my first expert witness I call the Very 
Reverend J .A. Whyme. Reverend Whyme, 
where are you?" 
Rev. Whyme appears from hiding behind 
the· first row of seats. "Oh, I can't look at 
it . Don't make me look at it.'' he moans. 
" It's so sick!" 
Prosecutor Lourid continues, "Tell this 
judge why this dildo is obscene." 
"Oh. I can ' t look. Well. it says here in 
this book that it' s a sin to make an image 
of man's .. . you know . . . especially one that 
big!" 
"Thank you Rev . Whyme . Sit down. For 
my next expert witness I call Ms. Andi 
Dwarfkin . Andi. can you tell the court how 
·this dildo oppresses women?" 
" Yes sir;" Ms. Dwarfkin replies , '.' the 
glorification of patriarchy as symbolized by 
· ,this phallic; representation devalues-female 
·.sexuality avd encourages subordination in 
sexqal roles . As long as such devices con-
tinue to be sold openly. women will remain 
second class citizens. I further assert. .. '' 
The judge interrupts , "That's enough An-
di . Thank you . Let's hear from the 
defense ." 
Attorney for the defense, Sam Utt, -rises: 
"Sir, I intend to prove that this dildo is not 
obscene, that it is in fact art. For my first 
expert witness I call famed art scholar J . 
Wholeperson. 
• 'Thank you Sam. I assert that this dildo 
is in the finest tradition of Faggot Art. It is 
reminiscent of one part of Michaelangelo ' s 
David - only larger. I would be proud to 
have it standing in the Great Hall of my 
museum." 
"Thank you Mr. Wholeperson. For my 
next expert witness I call Ellis Baredoff, pro-
prietor of this city's finest gallery of modern 
art ." 
"Thank you Sam. I wholeheartedly agree 
with Wholeperson. The lines, the lush pink 
·color, the gentle rise from pubescent pubes 
to heavy head .. .It is a work of beauty wor-
thy of the best of South of Congress (SOCO) 
galleries." 
The judge addresses the courtroom: 
"Thank you Mr. Baredoff. In order to reach 
my decision I must carefully examine the 
evidence.~· He proceeds to massage the ob-
ject from base to tip, his face pressed close 
to its surface. Finally, he rises to announce 
the results of his deliberation . The cour-
troom is hushed in silent anticipation. 
. · 'I declare this object not obscene. It is 
definitely art. I cannot define art, but I know 
it when I feel it. for his diligent, although 
misguided. pursuit of justice and freedom 
I return possession of this dildo to Officer 
Ma!.~.i n .. Ma~ho:. of the PPD-:- ·· Courr 
dismissed: .. 
Macho rushes to the bench, grabs his 
dildo , and is out the door. 
Tom Wilson Weinberg 
Plays in Bangor_ 
by Lee K. Nicoloff 
_, 
Tom Wilson Weinberg, a gay com-
poser, singer and pianist, played to a 
small but warm and enthusiastic audience 
at the Unitarian Church in Bangor Sat-
urday night, Feb. 22. The concert was 
sponsored by the Bangor Area Gay-
Lesbian-Straight Coalition (BAGLSC). 
There's something special about Tom 
and his music. He's committed· to lesbi-
an/ gay activism. -That commitment is 
clear in his songs and his presence. He 
sings about his life and all of our lives in 
ways that get us feeling: amusement, sad-
ness, anger, pride. He sings about our 
relationships with ourselves, with one 
another, with our children, with the het-
erosexual community. He strikes a good 
balance between more and less serious 
numbers. There are plenty of opportuni-
ties to smile or chuckle during a concert. 
There are also touching moments, times 
for sad reflection, and calls to action. 
Having been a summer resident of 
Maine for many years Tom becomes 
more a part of the Bangor area lesbian/ -
gay community with each visit here. 
Shortly afte~ Charlie Howard was mur-
dered in the summer of 1984, Tom per-
formed a benefit concert for Interweave 
and the newly formed BAGLSC. The fol-
lowing summer, Tom sang at events 
planned for Charlie Howard Memorial 
Day. In January of this year he travelled 
to Bangor in order to deepen his under-
standing of Charlie's life. and the impact 
of his life and death on the Bangor area 
community. His laJest project is a musical 
· about Charlie. 
. We hope ~o hav.e.Tom back ip. Bangor , 
m the fall , with several other performers, 
to put on his show "Ten Percent Revue." 
'Why .a1re so many gay men and 
e lesbians joining 1Bl.Jl/D(DY'S? 
A Because it i-s an effective and sensible . · way to find compatible {1riends , e companionship and pe1rhaps 
that- special pevson. 
BUDDY'S ... NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST AND MOST EFFECTIVE 
Introduction Agency serving all in the NEW ENGLAND AREA 
(603) 880-76Z5 
-, 
Classifieds!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Slim, b~arded GWM, 45 . 5'10", 140. 
:,eek:; :,!im gay lihcra! ·,vho is mellow yet 
:,inccrc . Woukl c:,pccial!y like tu hear from 
gay:, who arc froin northern Maine. Rela-
tion:,h ip intended . Write Occupant. Bux 
!0442 . Port!and. Mc . 04101. 
100-150 gay personals from through1>ut 
New England appear monthly in ManHun( 
Men . Love. sex. leather. low rates. di:;crc-
1i1in .- :,crvicc! For information and current 
i:,:;uc. write Box 347-M . Boston . MA 
02131 ." 
HAIRY MEN! National adlists for bear:; 
and :,mooth or hai ry trappers! If you love 
fur. 'thi :, i:, the !i:,1! lnformati1-m? Send $2.00 
10: MAN-HAIR. 59 Wc:,t 10th St.. NYC. 
NY 10011 . 
F~male housemate wanted - oversized 
Cape in Gorham. may have cat. don't need 
a !ot of furnitu·rc . $200/month plus 1/2 
uti!itic:,. Call 892-3135 after 5:00 pm. all 
da:, Ofl weekend:,. 
Professional lesbian woman with dog and 
. 2 h_cdroom apartment in Portland is looking 
for a responsible woman to share cx'pcnscs. 
Rent: $210/month (includes heat/hot water) . 
If intcrc:,tcd call 775-4043 . 
Help wanted-Part-time paid coordina-
tor of new support services project of the 
AIDS Project. Write c/ o P.O. Box 
10723, Portland 04104 ,or .call 773-5540 
for information: 
Women's Weekend May 23-26. Mt. Desert 
bland . Maine . Housekeeping cottages on 
Frenchman':, Bay. Secluded with private 
Pl'hhlc hcach ., Ncar Acadia NationalPark . 
$75 for two. Write: S.M. Corr/Shore Acres. 
40 Riverview Rd . . Hampden . Mc. 04444. 
(207) 862-2422 . -
Out of print gay novels, poetry. plays. 
cookbook:,. etc . 58 page catalog $2 :00 . 
Write Path:, Untrodden. Box 459. Village 
Station. New York. NY 10014. . 
Personals 
Bearded GWM, 60. 5 '4", 125 seeks -
:,imi!ar who likes camping. fishing . using 
metal detector. antique bottle hunting. and 
companionship. Write advertiser #12 . c/o 
Our Paper, P.O. Box !0744. PQrtland. Mc . 
04104 . 
Woman writer seeking a woman compan-
ion lo travel the U.S. with late summer and 
ran of '86. If interested write to advertiser 
#14. c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744. 
Portland . Mc . 04104 . 
Lesbian couple of 5 years from Port-
land seek information regarding inex-
pensive room/ efficiency apartment or 
house-sitting in Boothbay Harbor area 
June through September, 1986. Write 
Advertiser#l5, c/ o Our Paper, P.O. Box 
10744, Portland, ME 04104. 
A Buck Buys An Ad 
********** 1.00 ********** • 
Well place your classified ads in our May and 
June issues for just $1.00 apiece! It's simple, and 
this is no April Fools joke. 
All you need to do is send your ad(s) and_ 
buck(s) to us by April 14 for the May 
issue, or by May 12 for the June issue. 
One dollar per ad per month. Your ad can 
be-a "personals" message, a buy I sell item, 
roommates, services, etc. Ads must be 
limited to 30 words (extra words availa-
ble at the usual rate of 10¢ a word) and 
will cost $2.00 extra if an Our Paper box 
address is used. 
Ads must be prepaid. Send to Our Paper, 
P.O. Box 10744, Portland, Maine 04104. 
Please do not use prejudicial or sexually 
explicit language. 
No Fooling*** 
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...... ,, ~ AIDS-Line . . Fr.ee To Be Greater Bangor NOW 
P.O. Box 8026 
'.'iew Hampshire Citizens Alliance for Gay 
and Lesbian Rights m 775-1267 and 1-800-851-AIDS 11 King. St. ~ :\1, W, F, 6pm to 9pm Augusta, :\IE 04330 
m Bangor INTERWEAVE Friends and Parents of Gays 
~
. 729-9843 (Brunswick) 
W :~~~:x:~l 623-2349 (Augusta) 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance 
Box 569 
Bates College 
Lewiston, ME 04240 
Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Str.aight Coalition 
(BAGLSC) 
clo 87 Sunset Strip 
Brewer, Me. 04412 
Bowdoin Gay /Straight Alliance 
Bowdoin College 
Brunswick 04011 
Central Maine Health Foundation 
P.O. Box 3113 
Lewiston, Me. 04240 
AIDS Hotline 782-6113 
GLM (Gais et Lesbiennes de Moncton) 
C.P. 7102 
'Riverview, N.B., Canada 
Gay Health Action Committee 
.P.O. Box 10723 
Portland 04104 
Gay/Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous 
c/o First Parish Unitarian Church 
425 Congress St. 
Portland 04101 
Ga~'/Lesbian Parents Support Group 
780-4085 or 772-4741 -
Portland 
Bangor, Me. 04401 
Greater Portland :'IJ . .O.W. 
P.O. Box 4012 Station A 
Portland 0.4101 
Harbor Masters Inc. 
P.O. Box 4044 
Portland, Me. 04101 
LAGO-SJ (Lesbian and Gay Organization 
Saint John) 
Box 6494, Stn. A, Saint John 
:'IJ.B., Canada ElL 4R9 
Lesbian/Ga,· Committee 
Me. Chapt~r ~at' I. Assoc. of Social 
Workers 
·P.O. Box 5112, Station A 
Portland, :\1e. 04101 
Maine Connection 
P.O. Box 5245, 
Station A 
Portland, Me. 04102 
Ill Chiltern :\lountain Club ~ P.O. Box 407 G /L b' S . . Maine Health Foundation, Inc. Boston, :\lass. 02117 ay es ,an pmtual Community p O Bo 7329 DTS 125 Vaughan Street · · x 
Ill Portland 04112 
9 Deering St. 207-773-1924 Maine Lesbian Feminists 
P.O. Box 756 
Contoocook. '.'i.H. 03229 
603-228-9009 
'.\orthern Lambda ~ord 
P.O. Box 990 
Caribou, Me. 04736 
'.\L'.\ Gay Phoneline, 498-2088 
OUR PAPER 
P.O. Box 10744 
Portland 04101 
S~coast Gay Men 
· P.O. Box 1394 
Portsmouth, :'IJH 03801 
UMF/Gay and Straight People's Alliance• 
(G.A.S.P.) 
UMF 
Farmington, Me. 04938 
USM Women's Forum 
University of Southern Maine 
94 Bedford St. 
Portland 04103 
Vermonters for Lesbian and Ga)· Rights 
(VLGR) 
Box 281 
Hinesburg, VT 05461 ~ Feminist Spiritual Communit)· Portland, Maine 041(12 P.O. Box 3771 P.O. Box 125 Wilde-Stein Club 
Ill Portland, Me. 04104 Gay/Lesbian Alliance Belf~t 04915 Memorial Union 
f 
773-2294 92 Bedford St. University of Maine - Orono Ill Portland 04102 Maine Lesbian/Gay Political Alliance Orono 04469 
8 Fredericton Lesbians and Gays 780-4085 P.O. Box 108 Women's CommtJnitY Project 
m Box 1556; Station A . · Yarmouth, ME. 04096 P.O. Box 3733 . 
W F_redericton, New Brunswick, Canada • · Portland. :\le. O-ll04 
Ill G G G G G G G G Gr:Meetings. G _ G G G G G G G • f SUNDAYS Cent ;.;d :'vla ine Heal th F,,und;1:i,,n - :·i;· ·,t . 
W Bates Gay/Lesbian/Straight Alliance - for \1, ,nda) 1 ,r e\ er:, m, ,;nh {t, Sp,,;·: .;n;in ·,. 2 Fredericton Lesbians and Gays (FLAG) - Gay/ Lesbian Alcqholics Anony~ous _ ~r ~ Ill,· discussion , support, and planning - every Bate:, S_t.. Le -.1 i·,t11n . S pm . C.tll Ph il E!li :,. second Wednesday of the month - . e~ery Thursday, step meeting, 7:30 pm, 
Sunday , 8:30 p.m. in Hirasawa Lounge. 78.i-50-+ 7 ,,,. 782 bl I.~ . Fredericton. N.B .. Canada First Parish Unitarian Universalist 
Chase Hall , Bates Col_lege , Lewiston. TUESDAYS THURSDAYS Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. 
.i 
I 
~
ml Northern Lambda Nor.cl - last Sunday Bangor Area Gay/Lesbian/Straight Coalition Lesbian/ Gay Alcoholics Anonymous - FRIDAYS 
of the month - business meeting, 1:00 (BAGLSC), meets the second Tuesday of every Thursday, discussion meeting at8 "Free To Bee" Gay/ Lesl,.>ian Alcoholicf, 
pm, fot1owed by a potlucR. every month at 87 Sunset Strip in Brewer pm, Unitarian Church, Main St., Anonymous-every Friday, 7:30to8:30. 
m~·I at 7:30 pm. Bangor. All Souls Unitarian Church, 11 King St., 
Maine Lesbian/Gay Political . Alliance Greater Portland N.O.W. - fourth Tues- VLGR (Vermonters for Lesbian and Gav Augusta. 
(MLGPA) - every third Sunday of the day of the month, Y:W.G:A:, 87 Spring Rights) meets the first and third Thur;- Gay People's Alliance - every Friday, 7 
Ill~·, month. Meetings rotated throughout state. St., Portland, 7:30 pm. day of every month at 7:30 pm at the pm, 92 Bedford St., Portland _ open 
See Calendar listing for loc.atior, and time . Alcoholics Anonymous - Gays in Peace and Justice Center, 186 College St., meetings. 
Sobriety - every Tuesday, 7:30 pm, Burlington. Alcoholics Anonymous meets every Friday 
m~-
1 
Gay I Lesbian Spiritual Community- First Parish Unitarian Universalist Greater Bangor NOW - last Thursday of ~-9 :30 _ Gays Together in Sobriety (Open 
125 Vaughan Street , Portland, Maine Church, 425 Congress St., Portland. __ the month, Bangor City Hall , 7 pm. Call - Discussion) Christ Episcopal Church, 805 
04102. 7:00 p.m. 773-!924 . . · Gay /Lesbian Al-Anon - every Tuesday, 989-3306 for info. Lafayette Road , Portsmouth, N.H. 
m~·I Maine Connection AA Roundup , second · 7:30 to 8:30 pm , First Parish Unitarian UMF Gay and Straight People's Alliance 
Sunday of every month , 2:00 pm, 125 Universalist Church , 425 Congress St. , (G.A".S.P.) - every Thursday at 3:30. 
Vaughan St. , Portland. Portland. - Fireside Lounge. Student Center. Univ. oi" SATURDAYS 
m~·I MONDAYS Mid-Coast Parents and Friends of Gays - ME . · Farmington 
second Tuesday of each month , 7:30, Womyn Who Write - second and fourth. Free To Be Gay/ Lesbian Alcoholics 
Feminist Spiritual Community - every Brunswick, call 729-9843 . Thursday. 7-9 pm, USM Women's Forum Anonymous, every Saturday, 8:00 pm, 
m Monday at 7 pm. Friends Meeting House. office 92 Bedfo d St P rtl d 780-4083 The House, 60 Oak St. (corner Blake), 
~I. Forest Avenue. Portland . 773-2294 . (come Our Paper staff meeting- every Tues- ' . r . , o an . . Lewiston. early) . day, 7:30 pm, Our Books, 4 Pine St., Wilde-Stein Clt,1b-Thursday evening, Portland. New members are welcome. 6:00-9:00 p.m:, Sutton Lounge, Memo- Bangor INTERWEAVE - meetings 2nd 
m Seacoast Gay Men - every Monday, 7-9 WEDNESDAYS rial Union, UMO. and 4th Saturdays at g pm at University Coi-
f p.m. (except !st Monday and holidays). AIDS Anxiety Group_ every Wednesday. AIDS Anxiety Discussion Group meets Jege Center. Texas Ave ,. Bangor. Coffee W Unitarian Universalist _Church , 292 State- 7 to 9 pm, 232 Court St . (Feminist Health every othe.r Thursday at 7:00 p.m. Our house and dance every ·Saturday from 9 to 
• m St., Portsmouth, NH (side door basement) , Center) , Portsmouth, N.H., 603-436-7588, Books, 4 Pme St. , Portland, 773-_5540. See I at Univ. College Center. 53. for info : 
' f call Mark 207-646-2748 207_363-7648 . . monthly calendar for dates. . ~84-7079 . . · . ~ G G G G G G G G G Calendar G G G G G _ G G G _1: 
ffi Friday, April 4 Frida.v, April 11 F 'd A 'J 18 F 'd A 'I 25 W GLA meetin\! c,tncelkd due 1,, lwlida:,. 1 h ri ay, pri n ay, pn m ~ R.J . Bass \\·ill :,peak alxiut lesbian heat, Bisexual group potluck, 6:30 p.m. , 59 ' '. Lianna" at Colby College. Waterville . 
~
·, Wo;nen's Perfo.rmanC?e Night. Williston- L'Pncerns. 7 pm . GL.-\ . 92 Bedford St.. State St., Apt. 42. 9:30 pm Keyes Ha.II. room 105. also Satur-
west Church (on Thomas. St. which runs P11rtland . day. April 26 at 7 pm. same lccation. Greg Bw.-.1·n. ,t repre:,entati\·L· fr11m \\.'e 
Ill between Pine and Spring in Portland 's West Saturday• April 12 Care . -.1 ill t;tl k ,tbPU: ;1k1 ,11111 ;1\1·;1rene:,:, , ,n 
~ E d) D 7 h t t t 7 30 Th ird Annual Ga_-. Pride Ma:,4uerade Ball n . oors open at . s ow s ar s a : · campu~ and in the c,,;nmunit:,. 7 pm. GL.\. There will be a suggested donation i.vith a a: :he Le \1i:,t11n Mul:ipu;p,:,e Cente r. 1-+5 92 Bedf11rd St.. PPnland . sliding scale. proceeds to benefi t the Birch St. . Le-.1i :,,1 in. S pm. 
Saturday, April 19 
Saturday, Aprii 5 AIDS Benefit Concert by the Lesbian and 
Pntluck :,upper :,p11;1:,11red by Ga:, /Le:,bi;1n 
.\l liance. L·al l 780--+085 .l'Pr m11 re ;;1f11. 
AIDS Symposium at UMO. 
~
Ill,· · Wom~n' s Community Project. Sunday, April 13 
1 "Choosing Children" at Unitari-en G.!y Freedom Trail Band of Greater Boston. 
i
1 
_ · -- ~ Ill· Church, Bangor, 126 Union St. , $2.50. 3 pni at First Parish Unitarian Church . 425 
Kate Clinton. First Parish Church. -+25 
Congress St.. Portland. 8:00 . tickets SS in 
advance and $10 at the door to benefit Maine 
N.O .W . PAC and Fred Berger for Council 
Committee. reception following . 
Monday, April 7 . Congress St.. Portland . Tickets 55 . 
I Ill · Romanovsky and Phillips at Bowdoin Col-
·1 ·'r-. the basement of Moulton Union) . tentative 
"Before Stonewall. .. Colby Co llege. 3 
and 7 pm in Lovejoy Hall . . room 100. ' ~ lege, in the Bear Necessity ("The Pub" in 
time is 9:00 (call Bowdoin Information Desk 
m · Monday, April 14 
f . to confirm time). admission fee . - " Buddies" shown in Daggett Lounge . W Wednesday, April 9 Coles Tower Complex at Bowdoin College. 
m . Potluck meeting of the NASW Commit- tentative time is 7:30 (call Bowdoin infor-
Sunday, April 20 
MLG PA meeting, Chase Hall of Bates 
College, Lewiston, I :00. 
Thursday. April 24 
Director Arthur Bre:,~an fr . -.\'ill attend tlie 
screening~ of "Buddie:, .. at 6: .3 0 aad 9:00 
For directions or more information. call fee . - The Mll\ ie:-. on E.\change St.· Portland · 
Sunday, April 27 
" The Times of Haney Milk ... Colby 
College. WaterYille: .3 and 7 pm in room 
100. LO\ ejoy. . 
Sunday, May 4 
"Buddies ... Colby College. Watervi lle . 
3 and 7 pm in LO\·ejoy 100. 
~ tee on Lesbian and Gay 'Issues at 6:00 p1i1 . mation desk for confirmation). admission to di :,cu:,:, hi :, film anJ an:-.-.i·i:r 4Lie :-. tiim:,. m .. Frankat772-4741. . . . 
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Researchers.Find Cause of.Homosexuality-
Can A Cure Be Far Behind? 
by Dr. Feelgood, Science Reporter 
Researchers at Liberty University in Lyn-
chburg, Virginia claim to have made an im- · 
portant discovery that may shed some light 
on the riddle of sexuality . Scientists work-
ing in the university 's Creationology Depart-
ment have isolated a primitive virus which 
they believe causes homosexuality in human 
beings . 
In a press conference held March 15 at 
the university, the research team presented 
a summary of their findings and answered 
questions about the implications of this 
virus . A spokesperson for Liberty Univer-
_ sity. Associate Dean Nancy Reagan (no rela-
tion}. first read a prepared statement: 
" For the past three years , ·a dedicated 
group of creationologists has been focusing 
its efforts on projects that would help fur-
ther our understanding of human existence. 
Thus far , we have been able to prove that 
· life begins at conception. that Hell exists 
under a huge rift between tectonic plates in 
the Pacific Ocean, and that Americans are 
genetically superior to South Americans. 
Asians. Africans. and most Europeans and 
Canadians. The dedicated work behin_d these 
findings has been funded by grants from the 
Dcp._artments of Education and Defense, as 
well as congressional appropriations man~ 
date9 by the Hatch-Helms-Hyde Omnibus 
Act encouraging the promotion of study in-
to the causes of sin and missile weapons 
defense. 
"Today's announcement, however. is the 
,mQst startling, and, we think. most signifi-
cant to yet emanate from our Crcationology 
Department. The discovery alters our no-
tions about sexual inversion. but. more im-
portantly. it suggests to us that if a virus can 
cause homosexualrty , then we can find a 
cure for it , _and, even more incredibly. we 
can develop a vaccine! _ 
"The doctors will now take questions ." 
Dr. Harold Fellwall. the director of the 
study, explained the process which led to the 
discovery of the virus. 
"Originally, we were looking into the ef-
fects of pornography on laboratory rats. One 
night , after showing the rats a videotape 
called Sailor Boys of Switzerland, we found 
an assistant professor perforrriing sodomy on 
a. research aide in the Dean's Offic~. When 
questioned. the assistant professor said he 
didn't know what had come over him . but 
that h.e thought it was the flu. 
"Well. we did a little checking up , and 
sure enough , he was right! This gave us our 
first clue that a virus may be the real cause 
of homosexuality .' ' 
When questioned about whether the 
researchers had actually seen the virus, Dr. 
Fellwall replied that the " suspected" virus 
has been isolated from the waistband of 
Calvin Klein underpants (men's and 
women's), the red ink from Gentlemen's 
Quarterly, dirty towels at the YMCA, and 
the label from a Joan Armatrading album . 
"Due to the wide variety of materials that 
we believe harbor this virus," explained Dr. · 
Fcllwall, "and the fact that we cannot isolate · 
the virus from anyone·'s blood , semen , 
vaginal secretions. or eye crud leads us to 
conclude that homosexuality is transmitted 
by casual contact with a range of high-risk 
objects. This replaces our original theories 
- that homosexuals needed to recruit or 
molest children in order to perpetuate th.cir 
existence, and that people had the ability to 
choose their sexual preferences. We now 
Gays AID in Manhunt 
City and county law enforcement agencies 
arc recruiting registered gay male drivers to 
assist them in solving a recent spate of city 
and county robberies. Since October. seven 
gas stations and eleven convenience stores 
throughout Cumberland County have been 
robbed. The perpetrator in all eighteen cases 
has been a sole male gunman (blonde, six 
feet, early 30s, wearing faded levis) . Yet. 
law enforcement agencies have been unable 
to make an arrest . " All our efforts have 
been fruitless, " said Cumberland County 
Police Commissioner Rock Quarry . " But 
with our new recruitment program that will 
no longer be the case . " Quarry says that 
qualified drivers will be chosen from the 
" thousands and thousands" of names and 
license numbers that have been gathered by 
city police in the past year in Deering Oaks 
Park . Citing the well known observational 
powers ·of gay male drivers. Quarry hopes 
to put on patrol "an army of vigilant aunt-
ies". in the communities where most of the 
.crimes have occurred . "When the next rob-
bery occurs , , ,- Quarry said. " I know one of 
our cruisers will have already made the 
suspect , so it will be but a matter of minutes 
before an arrest is made. " And what's the 
incentive for all you hardy boys out there 
to take part in Operation Cruise? The one 
who correctly identifies the robber gets first 
dibs on frisking the suspect. (Quarry says 
that he can make handcuffs available to 
anyone-who doesn't have their own.) 
Maine "Gay Community" Located 
ROCKWOOD - A community of nearly 
18 ,000 gay men and lesbians has been 
discovered in Somerset County, as Chiltern 
Mountain Club hikers explored the 
Seboomook Lake area. Reportedly founded 
in 1718 when New Hampshire legislators 
assigned the death penalty for ''buggery.'' 
hundreds of men and women fled in exile 
into this wilderness area of New England . 
They vowed at that time never to return to 
their homes in NGw Hampshire until ~om-
prehensive human rights legislation was 
passed protecting lesbians and gay men in 
all spheres of life . The representatives from 
the town's leadership were n·ot surprised to 
hear that both New Hampshire and Maine 
remain without such protection some 250 
years later. 
The community 'is now known as T4 R 17 
WELS , adopted by town leaders as they 
fingered through Chiltern 's copy of the 
Maine Atlas and Gazetteer. 
. April Fools! 
believe that people living in certain en-
vironments , where exposure to the virus is 
quite impossible to avoid, are likely victims. 
even if they never come close to a 
homosexual.'' 
When Dr. Fcllwall was asked how bisex-
uals could be_ explained with the vims 
theory , he replied that bisexuals are actual-
ly suffering· from a less virulent disease 
called Homosexuality-Related Condition, or 
HRC . 
The researchers have been able to target 
high- and· low-risk groups , but they claim 
that no one is really safe from the virus. 
which they have tentatively named Human 
Homotrophic Virus , Type One, or HHV-1. 
The doctors now feel that they must develop 
a test that will screen all inanimate objects 
for presence of the virus. 
Dr . Fellwall feels that the military will 
want to screen all recruits , especially 
because trac.es of the virus were found in the 
bed linen of several Coast Guard personnel 
in Newport , Rhode Island . He also believes 
that certain high-risk objects should be 
screened, especially in public schools, day 
care centers, and health clubs. This is 
because the researchers ha.ve reason to 
believe that they can isolate the virus from 
anything which contains an image of Philip 
Michael Thomas, Margaret Thatcher, Mr. 
Rogers, and Angela Lansbury. Other high-
risk objects inclµde Reebok aerobic shoes, 
souftle pans, potting soil , and Rambo dolls. 
Dr. Fell wall addressed the idea of a cure 
by saying, "We'll look into several ap-
proaches to preventing the spread of this 
virus, but we simply may have -to burn all 
high-risk objects and quarantine their 
owners. Whole cities may have to be 
isolated , but public health is of tantamount 
importance. In the meantime, our best 
method of prevention is education. Starting 
at a very young age, children must be 
warned to stay away from high-risk objects , 
and to avoid the kind of behavior that will · 
lead to contact with virus-laden clothing or 
accessories . " 
As far as developing a vaccine is qm-
cerned. the researchers are years away from 
their goal. HHV-I is able to mimic the ap- ...... 
pearance of other molecules and particles. 
Dr. Fellwall refers to this unique protective 
mechanism as " closeting," and experts 
agree that they do not possess the technology · 
to overcome this problem. 
When · Dr. Fellwall was asked about a 
report that a research team at a convent out-
side of Lyon, France was claiming to have 
discovered the virus several months ago , he 
s imply replied , " No comment. " 
The question was in reference to an arti-
cle in Creation 86 magazine which stated 
that the Sisters of the Putative Order of the 
Holy Virgin discovered a virus on their . 
rosaries that they think is responsible for the 
prevalence of lesbianism 111 their convent. 
The Sisters named their virus Our Blessed 
Virgin's Sapphotrophic Virus, or OBVSV. 
The order has filed suit claiming patent 
rights to the virus and all screening tests for 
the condition . 
****** ' 
City For Sale 
by Bull. O'Nee 
City N!othe-r Pat Peach announced today 
that the city of Portland will be put up for 
· sale to the highest bidder. ''The City 
Mothers and Fathers have decided that the 
process of selling our downtown buildings 
and neighborhood residences one by one to 
out-of-state investors is simply too s·low . We 
thought it would be more cost effective to 
sell everything at once and get it over with," 
she explained. · 
So far there has been little public opposi-
,ion to the plan. Only W . Kazooski and his 
sister Rose Marie have spoken out. 
"Hogwash ," they said . 
the sale is expected to take place _ 
sometime around July 4. "That is the time 
when the largest number of prospective 
buyers will be in the area , ' ' Ms. Peach ex-
plained . So far there have been only two in-
quiries - from a Saudi sheik and from the 
Vatican. The asking price is reportedly 
almost a million dollars . 
Asked what effect the sale might have on 
Portland residents Peach replied , "Not 
much. Some people may have to learn a new 
language. ,., 
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Collective Member Resigns 
After Admission of Celibacy 
· Barbara Leclerc 
Bud E. Franklin. key member of the Our Paper collective. voluntari ly resigned last 
week after other members expressed shock and outrage when he confessed he had been 
contentedly celibate for nineteen years. 
"What I can't tolerate is the hypocrisy of it all." said one' member who.chose to re- _ 
main unidentified . ''He always had a hornier-than-thou attitude. First , he demanded that 
his personal ad be printed on the front page of the paper . We polite ly told him that we 
were unable to accommodate hi s request. Then just last month he agreed to have his 
pe rsonal put in the personals column , but only on the condit ion that he have a picture 
of him.self naked placed next to. it. " 
Another member lamented . " I used to think Bud was ·such a stud. but now I know 
that Bud is just a dud . " 
Temporarily filling in fo r Franklin is the Reverend Jerry Fondlewell. wo rld-renowned 
sex acti vist and fo under of the Oral Majority . Afte r his brief stay in Portl and. Reverend 
Fondlewell plans .to return to hi s post os chancellor of Libertine University in Virginia . 
Come Back Little Crabby 
It should by ·now be common knowledge 
that Crabby . favorite advice co lumnist to 
Our Paper, has been abducted and is be ing 
held hostage. An organization of unknow ~ 
o rigin is holding the celebrity fo r ransom. 
To dare no one has come fo rth with the re-
quested sum though the Our Paper staff is 
having a fund ·ra iser to pay for any postage 
and handling. " That' s about a ll we can af-
fo rd right now ," said Fred Berge r afte r 
three hours worth of careful thought and ar-
ticulation. " We are a non profit o rga niza-
tion and rea lly cannot affo rd to get involved 
in thi s . .: ' 
Crabby did things just to get attention . 
remember once when Crabby reupholstered 
our Lhasa Apso because Crabby did not like 
the coat it had on. Did you ever see a Lhasa 
Apso in broca id? The poor dog eventuall y 
died of embarrassment , Crabby was neve r 
quite right. I also want to take thi s oppor-
tunity to say that I did not poison m)' hus-
band . My mother simply never taught me 
how to cook. I hope that wherever Crabby 
is that Crabby is not suffer ing because yo u 
can be sure Crabby is sharing it. " 
Missing! Crabby's mother , who wishes to remain anonymous. to ld thi s reporter that it is all 
a fo rce. " Even when Crabby was n child 
Anyone having in fo rmation concerning 
the whereabouts of Crabby would obvious-
ly do all concerned. a favo r by withhold ing 
the in fo rmati on. 
Sasha Alyson, former publisher of 
Boston's gay and lesbian newspaper 
Bay Windows, and the Our Paper Col-
lective have jointly issued a plea for 
the safe return of LeHogg, Sasha's 
pride and joy, and Our Paper staffer 
Elze. Lel>ogg and Elze were last seen 
on Huntington A venue in Boston. It's 
unclear who dragged whom away. 
Ever since LeDogg premiered in Bay-
Windows, he's been Elze's obsession. 
On the other hand, Sasha's cute little 
· puppy could have mistaken Elze for a 
canine comrade, as she's been mis-
taken for a dog before. Anyone having 
information leading to their where-
abouts, please contact Sasha and the 
collective. Sasha definitely wants 
LeDogg back. The collective, however, 
is still trying to reach consensus on . 
what they want to do with Elze should 
she .be found. 
News Notes 
Jasper Wyman has once again changed 
his mind and is ru·nning for the District I 
Congressional seat . Sources close to 
Wyman said he will kick off his cam-
paign in Freedom, Maine w.here he, clad 
only in bikini shorts made out of the 
American flag he has wrapped himself 
in for the past ten years, will dive 3 Yi feet 
into a gigantic apple pie baked by the 
ladies of the Christian Civic League. 
(Reed) 
Homosexual astronauts are being 
actively recruited fo r shuttle duty by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration pending resQJ.ution of the 
technical difficulties that resulted in the 
Challenger tragedy. (Reed) 
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